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PREFACE
This report was prepared under Contract NAS 1-12008, Expansio
and Extension of the ODIN/RLV Computer Program - Task 2,
Evaluate and Improve the Existing ODIN Program Library. The
contract was funded by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Langley Research Center, Space Systems Divisi_
Vehicle Analysis Branch.
The ODIN procedure is a progra_uning concept which allows the
of existing computer codes as part of a larger simulation.
Coma:unication of information among computer codes is accompli_
by means of a data base repository accessible and managed by t
ODIN executive computer code, DIALOG. The ODIN procedure and
the executive program DIALOG were developed by Aerophysics
Research Corporation and jointly sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center
and the United States Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory.
The objective of this task was the elimination of unnecessary
computer code and improvement in computational efficiency of
the ODIN procedure. This was accomplished by development of
a point design weights analysis computer program reported here
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by C. R. Glatt
AEROSPACERESEARCHCORPORATION
I. 0 SUMMARY
This document describes a method and computer program for the
calculation and summation of system and subsystem weight elemen
for advanced aerospace vehicle concepts. The method is based o
the statistical analysis of historical weight data for the com-
ponents of similar vehicle configurations. The correlations an
correlating parameters for a variety of vehicles in the advance
transportation class are presented. The user of the WAATSpro-
gram has the option of accepting the vehicle correlation presen
for modifying them on an individual component basis to suit veh
concept under study.
The correlating parameters are described to the computer progra
in terms of gross geometric characteristics and vehicle weight.
Geometric characteristics include such items as wing area, aspe
ratio, body length, etc. The vehicle is initially sized on the
basis of an input gross weight (or landing weight). The progra
accumulates system and subsystem weight elements resulting in
the recalculation of the input vehicle weight. An iteration is
performed to converge on a final estimated weight.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
The estimation of the mass properties of a vehicle is one of
the most important considerations in the design process and
one of the most inexact engineering endeavors. While the ca]
lation of aerodynamic, propulsion and mission performance arc
based on widely recognized mathematical prediction technique_
the estimation of weight must be based largely on historical
The art of weight estimation has evolved through the years b5
the diligent collection and correlation of component weights
previously built vehicles. New design weights are predicted
the basis of the component weights of past designs. Little J
mation is usually available on the other properties such as %
area, center of gravity and inertia of the components. The
program may be described as a point design weight analysis of
the above type.
2.1 BACKGROUND.
The impetus for development of WAATS was the need of a stand
weight analysis program for use in the ODIN (Optimal Design
Integration) system of references 1 and 2. WAATS is designe6
to work as an independent program or within the ODIN framewox
as an element of an ODIN design analysis, WAATS accepts vehic
characteristics f om the data base via its own input stream
generates elemental weights of the systems and subsystems.
Most good weights analysts are embodied in larger system synt
3u,:h as VSAC, reference I, SSSP, references 3 to 5 or ACSYNT,
references 7 and 8. They combine weight analysis with sizin_
mission, propulsion, aerodynamics, etc. In the ODIN system,
these technologies are frequently segregated into individual
functions. For example, the aerodynamics may be estimated ir
a separate program such as TREND, references 9 or 10. Furthe
the mission may be performed in a program such as ATOP, refel
Ii to 13. Most technology modules generate data which ultima
influence the weight of the vehicle. In the ODIN system, th_
data are placed in the design dat_ base for use by other prog
such as WAATS.
2.2 APPROACH.
The classical approach to weight estimation (i.e. the compone
buildup technique) is used in program W_TS. Each component
weight is based on the weight of the same component of simila
vehicles that have actually been built or at least designed i
great detail. The similarity law that gives the best correla
for most systems has been shown to be the power law fo_nula.
m III
m I
= [ Ai-Xi BiWj
Where A i is the empirical coefficient of the historical equati(
X i is a predominant physical characteristic or combinatic
thereof affecting the weight of the component
B. is the empiricalexponent of the historical weight equ_l
The component weight is obtained from the summation of all ph_
cal characteristic combinations, X i which contribute to the w_
of the component. The correlation parameters A i and B i are
determined empirically from historical data on similar vehich
systems or subsystems. WAATS is based on a preprogrammed set
X i. A i and B i are read into the program.
The weight of the vehicle is the cumulative total of all the
weight components, w ..
9
W = _wj
w. is the weight of the component above.
J
The program logic assumes the propellant weight and Fhysical
characteristics are known. It performs the weight estimation
based on the above formulations with user supplied correlatio
parameters, estimated gross weight and estimated landing weig
An internal _.teration loop cycles through the equations until
convergence on gross weight is achieved. Appendix A presents
listing of Wf_TS with the actual flow logic coded in the sub-
routine MASSP.
2.3 CALCULATION OF V'IGHT COEFFICIENTS
Component weight estimation in this report is based on the po
law formula:
W = A'X B
This equation form generates a straight line on log-log graph
Consequently most historical data is correlated on this type
paper. All available data is usually plotted against the cor
tion parameter, X. A regression analysis produces a mean lin
(s) through the data. The coefficients A and B are then dete
The data in Sectiorl 3 presents the historical data, the trend
from the regression analysis and the coefficients.
Frequently, however, the _AATS user desires to alter the tren
line based on data for a vehicle more like to his _tudy vehic
This results a change in the coefficients. A method for
determination of the adjusted coefficients is presented below.
If a new line is above or below the existing line, the A coeffi-
cient is simply scaled by the ratio of any two values lying on
the two lines at the same value of the X correlation parameter:
A new W new @ X
A old W old @ X
The B exponent does not change since the "slope" or trend has n¢
changed. If the alteration of the "slope" or trend is indicated
the following procedure may be employed in the calculation of A
and B.
Consider two correlation points, X 1 and X 2 and the corresponding
weight values W 1 and W 2 on the log-log graph paper. The value
of B for a straight line through the two points is:
B = log (W2/W])
log (X2/X I)
The logarithm may be any base. Suppose the two chosen points ax
N cycles apart, the formula becomes:
B = log (W2.WI),/
N
if base i0 logarithm is employed in the n_nerator.
for natural logarithm is:
The formula
in (W2/W I)B =
2. 303 N
The A coefficient can be determined by substitution
W i W 2
a =
B B
X 1 X 2
Using the above equation, the WAATS user can establish any weigh
trend line desired based on new or existing data within this
report.
3.0 WAATSPROGRAMFO_4ULATION
Program WAATScomputes approximate flight vehicle mass properti




Correlation of past vehicle mass and volume properties
against physically significant parameters.
Regression analysis of the correlations to provide an
analytic model for flight vehicle mass properties.
The program operates at the subsystem and major component level
The subsystem breakdown employed is:
i. Aerodynamic surfaces.
2. Body structure.
3. Induced environment protection.
4. Launch and recovery.
5. Main propulsion
6. Orientation controls and separation system.
7. Surface controls.
8. Power supply, conversion and distribution.
9. Avionics.
10. Crew systems.
ii. Design reserve (contingency)
12 Personnel
13. Crew and life support systems and residuals.
14. Propellants.
Each subsystem is broken down into major components. For exam r




4. Fairings, shrouds and associated structure.
Each subsystem and subsystem component weight and estimating
relationship used is presented in the following sections.
The WAATS computer program and the correlation data is present
for most weight compone Lts in English Units. The following tal
may be used or can be u_ed to obtain International (SI) Units:





The total weight of the aerodynamic surface group is given by
WSURF= WWING + WVERT + WHORZ + WFAIR
where WWING = wing weight
WVERT = vertica I fin weight
WHORZ = horizontal tail weight
WFAIR = aerodynamic fairing weight
Expressions for each of thtse component weights are presented
below.
3.1.1 Wing
The wing weight equation calculates an installed structural
wing weight including control surfaces and carry throuqh.
The weight is calculated as a function of load and geometry.
WWING = AC(1) *(WTO*XLF*STSPAN*SWING/TROOT)**AC(78)*I.E-6
+ AC(2) *SWTNG + AC(3)
+ AC (117 ). (WLAND*XLF*STSP_N*SWINC_/TROOT*I. E-9
**AC ( 118 )
where WWING = total structural wing weight, ibs.
WTO = gross weight, ibs.
WLA'_D = landing weight, lb.
XLF = ultimate load factor
STS_AN= structural span (along .5 chord), ft.
SWI_'_ = gross wing area, ft. 2
TROOT = theoretical root thickness, ft.
AC(1) = wing weight coefficient
AC(78)= wing weight exponent
AC(2) = wing weight coefficient (f(gross area)), ibs/f
AC(3) = fixed wing weight, Ibs.
AC(II7) = wing weight coefficient F(WLAND)
AC(IIS) = wing weight exponent F(WLAND)
The data in Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 represent wings that are
basically constructed of aluminum and wings that are basically
constructed of high temperature materials (steel and inconel),
respectively. The latter data is also representative of super-
sonic wings with t/c values in the order of 3 to 3 1/2%.
For variable sweep wing designs the various winq input terms
should be based on the fully swept position. The AC(1)
coefficient should then be increased by 15 t© 20 per cent
to account for the structural penalty fer sweepinq the wing
forward. The user has an option of addinq or removing a wing
weight penalty on the basic wing calcdlation. An example
would be to add a fixed weight per square foot for thermal







FIGUPE 3.1-2 WING WEIGIIT FOR HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT
HIGH TEMPERATURE CONSTRUCTION
8
protection system structure or h]qh temperature resistanf
coatings. The cnefficient AC(3) is to input a fixed weiqht
to the wing calculation. AC(]I7) and AC(IIS) provid_ the
user with the capability of weighing the: wing on the basis
of landing weight as is often (lone for reentry vehicles,
Figure 3.1-3. The data are based on straiqht, swept and
delta designs.
3.1.2 Vertical Fin
The vertical fin weight includes the weight of the control
surface. The weight is calculated as a loqarithmic function
of surface area. The equation for vertical fin weight is:
WVERT = AC(4) * SVERT ** AC(89) + AC(5)
where WVERT = total vertical fin weight, ibs
SVERT = vertical fin planform area, ft2
AC(4) =_vertical fin weight coefficient
AC(89)= vertical fin weight exponent (slope)
AC(5) = fixed vertical fin weight, ibs.
Correlation curves for vertical fin are shown in Figure. _
3.1-4 and 3.1-5.
The data of Figure 3.1-4 is based on Mach 2 type airplanes.
TLey include aluminum, steel and incone! fin materials. It
is assumed to be representative of the best type ccnstruction
fc- the Mach 0.6 to 2.0 range. The data, as shown, does not
include a!]owancas for thermal protection system weight.
The data of Figure 3.1-5 are based on low to moderate speed
straight and swept-wing aircraft.
3.1.3 Horizontal Stabilizer
The horizontal stabilizer weight includes the weight of the
control surface. The weight is calculated as a function of
weight/wing area, stabilizer p!anform area and dynamic
pressure. The equation for horizontal stabilizer _,eight is
where
WHORZ = AC(6) * _WTO/SWING) ** .6 * SHORZ ** 1.2 *QMAX
• *.8) ** AC(90) + AC(7) + AC(II9) * ((WLAND/SWING
• * .6 * SHORZ ** 1.2 * QMAX ** .8) ** AC(120)
%_q{ORZ = total horizontal stabilizer weiqht, Ibs.
WTO = qro,_s we_qht, ]bs.
WLAND = landing weight 2
SWING : gross win(_ area, ft ._
_HORZ = horizontal stabilizer planfo_ a_ea, ft-
























:{._....;....:W'WING = 1624 (c*)0.584
•: (_ = WLAND*XLF*STSPAN*SI
_::Ik
TROOT * 10 9
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AC(6) = horizontal stabilizer weight coefficient F(WTO)
AC(90) = horizontal staJilizer weight exponent F(WTO)
AC(7) = fixed horizontal stabilizer weiqht, ]bs
AC(IIg)= horizontal stabilizer weight coe[ficient F(WLAND)
AC(120)= horizontal stabilizer weight exponent F(WLAND)
The horizontal stabilizer weight data is presented in figure
3.1-6 and 3.1-7. The data includes aluminum and inconel
stabilizer materials. The data, as shown, does not include
allowances for thermal protection system weight.
3.1.4 Fairings, Shrouds and Associated Structure
The type of aerodynamic structures included in this section
are aerodynamic shrouds, equipment, dorsal, landinq _ear and
canopy fairings. The canopy fairing is the structure aft
of the canopy that is required to fair the canopy to the
body. The weight of tile canopy proper is included in body
secondary structure. Wing to body fairings are included in
the wing weights. Horizontal or vertical surface to body
fairings are included in either the horizontal or vertical
surface weight. Other types of fairinq and shroud weiqht
may be determined from their surface area and the operating
environment and is Given in the program as
WFAIR = AC(8) * SFAIR + AC(9)
where WFAIR = total weight of fairings or shrouds, ibs 2
SFAIR = total fairing or shroud sulface area, ft._
AC(8) = unit weight of fairing or .'hroud, Ibs/ft"
AC(9) = fixed weight of fairinq or shroud, Ibs
If the design loQds and the fairing qeometry is known, the
weight in Ibs/ft _ (i.e., the coefficient AC(8) can be found
by calculation. In most cases, however, empirical or
statistical data has to be used. The coefficient AC(S) can
be found by multiplyinq an empirical unit weiqht WF by a
factor to account for dynamic pressure and temper_ture
dif rerences.
AC(8) = WF • KQ- KT
where WF = fairin_ weight factor, Table 3.1-i
KQ = fairinq dynam!c pressure coefficient, ]:i_lul'e 3.]-8
KT = fairinq tempe:ature coefficient, Fic]ure 3.1-9
The factor KQ is shown _)lot<.ed aqainst dynamic pre,'_sure iu
Fiqure 3.1-78. <Phi.,_ factor _s 1.0 at ,i dynamic pre.,_.qul_, el
400 lbs/ft". 'the factor KT i.; ,qhown pl el I t, vt \,_,Isu:; t t,ln,,eta-
ture in I.'i_lure 3.1-9. The i<]aL-tol i._; 1.0 ,it ,i tt_l:lt,¢l,lltltt TM
of 400°F.
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'_TCVRE 3,1-7 HORIZONTAL STABILIZER WEIGHT FOR
LOW oI ELD AIRC}_t"T
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The unit weight of typical fairings WF is shown in Table
3.1-1. These unit weights have been normalized to a Q o
400 ibs/ft 2 and 400°F. In addition, this table shows a
recommended AC(8) input for different types of fairinqs
at a Q of I000 ibs/ft 2 and a temperature of 800OF.
The coefficient AC(9) is used for those portions of the
fairings that have weight not dependent on fairing sizin,
or it may be used either as a contingency or for a fixed
input weight for the fairings.









WF at Q = 400 ms/ft z








AC(8) at Q = 1000 Ibs/£t








The total weight of the aircraft body group is given by
WBODY = WBASIC + WSECST + WTHRST + WINFUT + WINOXT
where WBASIC = basic body weight
WSECST = secondary structure weight
WTHRST = thrust structure weight
WINFUT = installed fuel tank weight
WINOXT = installed oxydizer tank weioht
Expressions for each component weight are Qiven below. The
weight of booster as well as aircraft type body structures
can be estimated.
3.2.1 Basic Body Structure
The vehicle body weight equation is based upon correlating
the actual weight of existing hardware with significant
load, geometry and environmental parameters. For vehicles
of an advanced nature, modifying factors based upon design
studies of cruise vehicles are applied to the basic data to
account for the expected ad\ances in technology and more
severe environment. Equations derived from existino data
includes non-optimum factors which are difficult to justify
by analytical procedures. These non-optimum factors are
important weight items, as shown by the weight growth of
many vehicles between the initial concept and the finished
hardware.
The equation used for [esic body weight is
WBASIC = AC(14) * SBODY 4 AC(15)* ((ELBODY*XLF/HBODY)
• *.15 * QStAX ** .16 * SBODY *'1.05) ** AC(81)
+ AC (16)
where WBASIC = total weiqht of basic body& Ibs
SBODY = total bod_' wetted area, ft L
XLF = ultimate load factor
ELBODY = body length, ft
QMAX : maxi'num dynamic pressure, Ibs/ft 2
IIBODY : body heic_ht, ft
AC(]4) = basic body unit wei_Iht, ibs/ft-
AC(15) = basi.." bed}" weight coefficient (intercept)
AC(81) - basi,: body weight coefficient (slopel
AC(16) : fJxe,i basic body weJ_,ht, ]bs
The primary function of the first part of the basic :-ody
equation, AC(14) * SBODY allows a weight penalty based upon
a constant unit weiqht of structural a_-_,a without invo]ving
the parameters used in the second part of the overall
equation. The second part of the equation obtains the basic
body weight using design and geometry parameters. The basic
body weight data is shown in Figure 3.2-1. Since the data
is for aluminum structure, operating at temperatures of
250OF, a _nodifying factor must be used with AC(15) for
other materials and temperatures. The modifyinq factor (MF)
is obtained from Figure 3.2-2. The AC(15) obtained from
Figure 3.2-1 is multiplied by the modifying factor (MF) to
obtain the input for aluminum, titanium or Rene' 41 at
elevated temperatures.
AC(15) actual = AC(15) Fig. 3.2-2 x MF
3.2.2 Body Secondary Structure
Secondary structure includes wi_dshields, canoplf, landing
gear doors, flight opening doors and speed brakes. If a
weight estimate based upon analysis is available, it should
be used in lieu of the following data.
The equation for calculating secondary structure is
WSECST = AC(17) * SBODY + AC(18)
where WSECST = weight of body secondary structure, ibs
SBODY = total body wetted area, ft z
AC(17) = secondary structure unit weight, ib_/ft 2
AC(18) = fixed secondary structure weight, ibs
The body secondary weight coefficient AC(I7) varies from
0.58 to 1.38. If specific design detail is not avallaDle,
an average value of 0.98 may be used for the AC(17) coefficient
However, if any design detail is available, the coefficient
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Table 3.2-1 GuideIines for Estimating AC(17)
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The thrust structure weights are a function of the total
vacuum thrust of the engines. The equation used for thrust
structure weight is
WTHKGT = AC(19) * TTOT + AC(20)
where WTHRUST = weight of thrust structure, ibs
TTOT = total staae vacupm thrust, ibs
AC(19) = thrust structure weight coeffJcien _
AC(20) = f _d thrust structure weiaht, ibs
The aircraft thrust structures are required to mount air-
breathing engines and rocket engines. The airbreathing
thrust structure weight coefficients AC(19) and AC(20', are
obtained from Fiaure 3.2-3. The input for rocket engine
thrust structure weiaht is obtained from Figure 3.2-4.
The rocket engine thrust structure assum_ed for this data
is a cone or barrel structure attacl'ed to a bulkhead.
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3.2.4 i ntt_aral Fuel Tank.,;
The inteq'ral fuel tanks arc si::od as a funot ion of total
tank volume, ineltldin_] tlll_lo alld rosid'd_ll volume. Th,,
input cooi_-ficients at," bas(,d ou l_i..;terioal data from tht,
Saturn faro ily of I,O._/LII/_ vehicles. The equation for
inteqral fuel tank _'eitlh[ is
WINFUT = AC(130) * \'I.'U'PK + AC(131)
where WIN'FUT = wei_ht of intet]ral fuel tal_k, lbs
VFI'rL = total vol_uue of fuel tank, ft 3
AC(1 30)= inte_ral l!m, 1 tank wei<lht cooffioient,
lbs/f t 3
AC(ll'I) --: fixed intt:_lr,I1 fuel tank weiclht, lbs
The intecral ftlel tank woiqht coefficients AC(I _0) and
AC(131) are obtained from VJ,_uro 3.2-5. b;hon a non-Saturn
" "[ype tank oonfic,urntion i_ util.i;:t'd, the coefficient AC(130)
should be multiplied by a co,_fitluration factor.
3.2. 5 Integral O'xldizer Tan].;s
The inteqra] oxidizer tank:; art, :;izt,d as a function of
total tank volume, includin_l ulla_l_" amt rt,_.;idual volume.
The input coefficients nro ba=aod on hi.,atorical data from
the Saturn family el = l,O.,/'l,lI, vehicles. 'l'ho equat ion for
integral oxidizer ta.nk f_'eiq,St is
WINOXT = AC(132) * VOXTK 4 AC(1.15)
where WINOXT = woio'ht of in tt.,]rdl oxidi:'t,r tank, 11_:;
VOXTK = total volume of oxidi",er tank, tt 1
AC(132)= into_lt,_l oxi,.tiror tank weitlht cool ficient,
1 b s , f t: _
AC(133)= fixed intt._r¢_l oxidi.t_,r tnnk w,_i_lht, lt, s
The integral oxidizer tank woicll_t coefficient_ A¢'(1 _2) and
AC(133) are obtained from I.'i_u_'," 1.2-tl. When ._ nou-:;aturn
type tank conti<_urdI ion i.; ut i 1 i::od, th," cot'll i_-it,nt AC(132)
should be multipli_,d t,x. a cc_n:i _Itll-,lt iol_ t.lctor.
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3.3 INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The total weight of the aircraft induced environmental
protection group is given by
WTPS = WINSUL + WCOVER
where WINSUL = insulation weight
WCOVER = cover plate weight
The inputs for a specific design concept are normally
ebtained by a thermal analysis. This method should be used
when specific design conditions are known, as it yields the
most accurate results accounting for all the features of a
particular design. When detailed knowledge of a desiqn is
not available, generalized data is given based upon the
results of prior design studies. The data presented is
simplified for use in generalized aircraft weiqht/sizing.
The results do not replace a detailed thermal analysis.
A radiative protection system to hold structural temperatures
within acceptable limits is the type of vehicle thermal
protection system considered for this study. This system
utilizes radiative cover panels with or without insulation.
3.3.1 Insulation
When insulation is used, it assumes that the structural
temperature is held to approximately 200OF. The insulation
must then be protected from the flight conditions by
radiative cover panels. The equation for the insulation
weight is
WINSUL = AC(21) * STPS + AC(76)
where WINSUL = total weiqht of TPS insulation, ibs
STPS = total TPS surface area, ft 2
AC(21) = insulation unit weight, Ibs/ft 2
AC(76) = fixed insulation weight, Ibs
The coefficient AC(21) is an insulation unit weiqht that
may be obtained as a function of surface temperature from
Figvre 3.3-1. The user must estimate the surface temperature
that will be encountered in order to input the coefficient
AC(21). The data shown in Figure 3.3-1 is based on
microquartz insulation for a 1.0 hour time duration. The
three curves re_resent a] lowable heatin_ rates of i00 400,
and 700 Btu/ft 2 with the structural temperature Deinm held
to approximately" 2610OF. The area of the aircraft which is
to be covered by insulation is specified in the /nput data
as discussed in Section 4. Fiuure 3.3-2 :_resents data f-or
estimatin_ C(21) bas<,(_ on 30-minute time d_ration.
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The coefficient AC(76) is a fixed input weight to the
insulation calculation. A typical example of the use of
this coefficient would be to add a fixed insulation
weight for localized hot spots.
3.3.2 Cover Panels
When the design concept utilizes insulation panels to hold
the structural temperature within acceptable limits, the
insulation must be protected from flight conditions. This
protection is provided by cover panels. The equation for
the cover panel weight is
WCOVER = AC(22) *STPS + AC(77)
where WCOVER = total weight of TPS cover panels, ibs
STPS total TPS surface area, ft _
AC(22) = cover p_nel unit weight, ibs/ft 2
AC(77) = fixed cover panel weight, ibs
Cover panels used in recent studies have varied greatly in
design features and materials. The generalized equation
used in this program must be input from point design data
if a speclfic design is to be properly represented. A ranae
of input values are included to provide the user with a
weight that will be representative of the cover panel designs
used in recent studies.
The coefficient will vary from AC(22) = 0.8 to 1.5 if
insulation is used in conjunction with the cover panels.
If insulation panels are not utilized, the input will
vary from AC(22) = 1.25 to 2.0. The lower values are
representative of efficient attachment capability and
the higher value requiring deep frame or standoff's f_r
attachment. The values shown are average unit weights
to be used with the total body wetted area.
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3.4 LA[_NCHANDRECOVERY
The total weight of the launch and recovery gear is given
by
WGEAR= WLANCH+ WLG
where WLANCH= launch system weight (if any)
WLG = landing gear weight
Expressions for these component weights are qiven below.
3.4.1 Launch Gear
The launch gear equation is used for the support structure
and devices associated with aircraft that are used to attach
to a hover ship. This includes struts, pads, sequencinq
devices, controls, etc. The equation for launch qear is
WLANCH = AC(23) *WTO + AC(24)
where WLANCH = total weight of launch gear, Ibs
WTO = gross weight, ibs
AC(23) = launch gear weight coefficient
AC(24) = fixed launch gear weight, ibs
The weight coefficient AC(23) is a proportion of the computed
gross weight. A typical value for preliminary design pur-
poses, would be AC(23) = 0.0025.
3.4.2 Landing Gear
The landing gear equation _as been developed from data
correlation of existing aircraft. This data included the
nose gear, main gear and controls. The equation for
calculating landing gear (including controls is
WLG = AC(25) *WTO **AC(101) + AC(26) * WLAND ** AC(121)
+ AC(27)
where WLG = total weight of landing gear and controls, ibs
WTO = gross weight, ibs
, WLAND = maximum landing weight, ibs
AC(25) = landing gear weight coefficient (intercept
f(WTO)
AC(101)= landinq gear weight exponent (slope f(WTO)
AC(26) = landina jear weiaht coefficient (f(WLAND))
AC(27) = fixed lending gear weight, Ibs
AC(121)= landinc aear weiaht exponent (f(_LAND))
The landi_ng gear weiaht coefficients for take-off desian
gears are shown in Fiaure 3.4-1. These coefficients should




































LANDING GEAR AND CONTROLS Wt£1(:!!'F
FOR TAKEOFF DESIGN[][) GEARS
J \
of gross weight. When the coefficients AC(25) and AC(101)
are used, the coefficients AC(26) and AC(121) should be
zero.
The weights coefficient AC(26) and AC(121) are used for
vehic]es whose gear is used only for landinq. Gear weight
will then vary with the landing weight instead of gross
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The total weight of the aircraft main propulsion group is
given by
where
WPROPU = WAHENG + WRENGS + WFUNCT + WOXCNT + WINSFT
+ WINSOT + I_FUSYS + WOXSYS + WPRSYS +WINLET
WABSEG = airbreathing engine weight including
engine mounts
WRENGS = rocket engine weight, including engine mount_
WFUNCT = fuel tank weight
WOXCNT = oxidizer tank weight, rocket engines only
WINSFT = fuel tank insulation welght
WINSOT = oxidizer tank weight, rocket engines only
WYUSYS = weight of storable propellant fuel system,
less tanks
WOXSYS = crogenic plopellant oxidizer system weight
WPRSYS = propellant pressurization system weight
WINLET= inlet system weight
Expressions for each component weight are presented below.
3.5.1 Main Propulsion Engines
The main engines are used to propel the ,,chicle. This includes
either airbreathing or rocket propulsion systems. The air-
breathing engines considered in this study are the turboramjet
and ramje:%.
3.5.1.1 ""urboramjet
The turboramjet data is for the GE 12/JZ8 engine. The
equation for turboramjet follows.
WABENG = (AC(32) * e ** (AC(33; * WA) * ((PT2-PHIGH)/
(PLOW-PHIGH) + AC(34) * e ** (AC(35) * WA)
• ((PT2-PLOW)/(PHIGH-PLOW)) * ENGINS + AC(9])
• ENGINS + WENGMT
where WABENG = total weiaht of airbreathing engines, Ibs
WA = ca]culated turboramjet engine air flow
rate, ibs/sec
PT2 = calculated turboramjet engine inlet
pressure, psi
PHIGH = turboramjet engine inlet pressure _uDpe:"
design curve, psi
PLOW = turboramjet engine inlet pressure (ic%_er
desian curve, psi
ENGINS = total number of engincs per state
WENGMT = weight of engine mounts, Ibs (Section 3.q.2)
AC(32) = turboramjet engine weiqht coefficient(lower design point)
AC(3]) = turboramjet enqine weiqht coefficient(lower design point)
AC(34) = turboramjet engine weight coefficient(upper desian point)
AC(35) = turboramjet engine weiaht coefficient(upper design point)
AC(91) = fixed turboramjet enaine weight, Ibs
The weight coefficients, AC(32), AC(33), AC(34) and AC(35)
are used to scale the turb_ramjet engine weiqht as a function
of engine air flow rate and pressure. The input values for
these coefficients may be obtained from Figure 3.5-1. The
data presented is for two design conditions of the GE 14/JZ8
engine. The data in the lower curve represents an em_ine
for Mach 4.5 with a pressure of 46 psia at a cruise altitude
of 90,000 feet. The data in the upper curve represents an
engine for Mach 4.5 with a pressure of 176 psia at a cruise
altitude of 61,600 feet. The ratio of calculated pressure(PT2) to the pressure for the upper curve (PHIGH = 176 psia)
and the pressure for the lower curve (PLOW = 46 psia) allows
a scaling capability around the two design conditions.
3.5. i. 2 Ramjet
The ramjet engine is sized as a function of thrust. The
equation for ramjet enaine weight is
WABENG = AC(82) * TTOT + AC(83) + _'ENGMT
where WABENG = total weight of airbre_thinq enaines, ibs
TTOT = total ._ta_e vacuum thrust, ibs (THRUST
• ENGINS * ACTR)
AC(82) = ramjet enc/ne weight coefficient
AC(83) = fixed ramjet en<_ine weight, ibs
WENGMT = weiaht of engine mounts, ibs; see Section
3.5.2
The input value of AC(82) = 0.01 is representative of a low
volume ramjet engine with a thrust to calculated _,'eitlht ratio
equal to i00:I. Figure 3.5-2 shows ramjet engine weight
versus thrust for an AC(S2) value of 0.01.
3.5.1.3 Rocket
The rocket enaine data _s b._sed on the LR-12q L©o/LH .
engine. The wei.qht is _caled as a function of t6tal's_aue
vacuum thrust and ar_._a ratio. The equation for rocket
engine _;eight is
WRENGS = AC(25] *TTOT 4- AC(2_) * TTOT * AP_ATIC. ** AC(30_
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where WRENG,q= total weight of rocket engine installation, ibs
JfOT = total staoe vacuum thrust, Ibs (THRUST
* ENGINS* ACTP,)
ARATIO= rocket engine area ratio
ENGINS = total ntm_ber of engines per sta_e
WENGMT = weioht of engine mounts, ibs; see Section 3.5.2
AC(28) = rocket engine _,'eight coefficient (f (Thrust% )
AC(29) = rocket engine weight coefficient (f(Thrust
and area ratio))
AC(30) = rocket engine area ratio exponent
AC(31) = fixed rocket engine weight, Ibs
The weight coefficients AC(28), AC(29) and AC(30) are obtained
from Figure 3.5-3. The engine data presented does not
include allowances for PVC ducts or gimbal system. The
gimbal system weiuht equation is not included. The assum mtion
has been made that PVC ducts are not required on the type
vehicles used for this study.
3.5.2 Engine Mounts
The weight equation for engine mounts if
WENGMT = AC(102) * TTOT + AC(103)
where WENG_IT = wei_:ht of engine mounts, ibs
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, ibs (THRUST
• ENGINS * ACTR)
AC(102)= eno, ir_e mot',nt weight coefficient
AC(103)= fixed engine mount weight, ibs
The expression AC(102) * TT(_ is the penalty' for engine
mounts attached to the engine. The engine mountino penalty
associated _ith the body is included in basic body structure.
A typical value used in design studies is AC(102) = 0.004
for airbreathing engine installations and AC(102) = 0.0001
for rocket engines.
3.5.3 Fuel and Oxidizer Tanks
The type of fuel and oxidizer tank constructic)n include non
self-sealing (bladder), self-sealing and inteoral. The
configuration concept_- that utilize airbreathing enoines
with JP-4 and JP-5 type fue may use any one of the three
type fuel tank const_'uction;_ discussed. However° when air-
breathing enc. ines nre used ,ith liquid hydrogen fuel the
tanks are asst'med to be ,i_: :ntegral design based on the X-!5
ccncept. The conf'_cur'aticn concepts that utilize a rocket
engine installatio:: _re ass._med to have an inteara] tank




3.5.3.1 JP-4 and JP-5 Type Fuel
The non self-sealing and self-sealing fuel tank weights for
JP-4 and JP-5 type fuel are derived by the equation
WFUNCT= AC(36) * (GAL/TANKS)** .6 * TANKS+ AC(37)
where WFUNCT= total weight of fuel tank, ibs
GAS = total gallons of fuel
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks
AC(36) = fuel tank weight coefficient (=0, for integral
tanks)
AC(37) = fixed fuel ta,. weight, Ibs (=0, for integral
tanks)
The weight coefficient AC(36) is obtained from Figure 3.5-4.
The weight for these tanks include supports and backing boards.
Existing airplanes that utilize integral fuel tank are the
F-102, F-106 and F-Ill. The F-4 and A-7 also utilize this
concept in the wings but not in the fuselage.
3.5.3.2 Liquid Hydrogen Fuel and Rockets
The aircraft stages that use either airbreathing engines
with liquid hydrogen fuel or rocket engines are assumed to
have propellant tanks that are integral and based on the X-15
design concept. The equation for fuel tank weight is
WFUNCT = AC(36) * VFUTK + AC(37)
where WFUNCT = total weight of fuel tank, ibs
VFUTK = total volume of fuel tank, ft 3
AC(36) = fuel tank weight coefficient, ibs/ft 3
AC(37) = fixed fuel tank weight, Ibs
The weight coefficient AC(36) is obtained from Figure 3.5-5.
The equation for oxidizer tank weight is
where
WOXCNT = AC(38) * VOXTK + AC(39)
WOXCNT = total weight of oxidizer tank, ibs
VOXTK = total volume of oxidizer tank, ft 3
AC(38) = oxidizer tank weight coefficient, ibs/ft 3
(=0, for airbreather)
AC(39) = fixed oxidizer tank weight, ibs (=0, for
airbreather)
The weight coefficient AC(38) is obtained from Figure 3.5-5.
3.5.4 Fuel Tank Insulation
This section presents the _]ata to obtain a we]mht Fenalty
associated with pro,_ection required to prevent excessive
boil-off from cryogenic propellant tanks. The insulation
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FIGURE 3.5-4 NO ,-STI_UCTURAL FUEL TANK CONTAINER
I_5
The equation for fuel tank insulation weight is
WINSFT= AC(40) * SFUTK+ AC(41)
where WINSFT= total weight of fuel tank insulation, ibs
SFUTK = total fuel tank wetted area, ft 2
AC(40) = fuel tank insulation unit weight, Ibs/ft 2
AC(41) = fixed fuel tank insulation weight, ibs
The weight coefficient AC(40) is obtained from Figure 3.5-6.
The fuel tank insulation unit weight is a function of
radiating temperature. A typical radiating temperature of
500OF may be assumed for preliminary runs if other data is
not available for making a specific selction.
The AC(40) value obtained from Figure 3.5-6 is for a _otal
flight duration time of 5000 seconds. When other flight
times are anticipated, the AC(40) value should be modified
by multiplying it by the time correction factor
obtained from Figure 3.5-7. (TcoRR)
3.5.5 Oxidizer Tank Insulation
No requirement for the insulation of the main oxidizer
tanks has been necessary in past design studies because
storage times have been relatively low. However, an equation
and input data is provided for cases where oxidizer tank
insulation is required. The equation for oxidizer tank
insulation weight is
WINSOT = AC(42) * SOXTK + AC(43)
where WINSOT = total weight of oxidizer tank insulation, ibs
SOXTK = total oxidizer tank wet_d area, ft 2
AC'42) = oxidizer tank insulation unit weiql_t, ibs/ft 2
AC(43) = fixed oxidizer tank insulation weight, ibs
The weight coefficient AC(42) is obtained from Figures 3.5-6
and 3.5-7. The selection criteria used to obtain AC(42) is
the same as that used for AC(40).
3.5.6 Storable Propellant Fuel System
The weight of the storable propellant fuel system is given
by the following equation
where
WFUSYS = WBPUMP + WDISTI + WDIST2 + WFCONT + W_FUL +
WD_ANS + WSEAL
WBP_,IP = boost and transfer pump weight
WDISTI = weiaht of fuel lines, supports, fittinqs,
etc., from reservoir tank to enain:_s
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WFCONT = fuel system control weight
WREFUL = tank refueling system weight
WDRANS = dump _-d drain system weight
WSEAL = sealing weight
Expressions for each component weight are provided below.
3.5.6.1 Boost and Transfer Pumps
The weight of the boost and transfer pumps is a function
of the engine thrust and the number of engines. The
equation for boost and transfer pumps is
TTOT
* (1.75 + 0 266 * ENGINS)WBPUMP = i000
where WBPUMP = total weight of boost and transfer pumps, ibs
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, Ibs (THRUST *
ENGINS * ACTR)
ENGIneS - total number of engines per stage
3.5.6.2 Fuel Distribution, Reservoir to Engine
The fuel distribution system, Part i, is the total of all
fuel lines, supports, fittings, etc., to provide fuel flow
from a reservoir tank to the engines. The equation for the
fuel distribution Part 1 weight is
WDISTI = ENGINS * AC(104) * (TTOT/ENGINS) ** .5
where WDITSI = total weight of fuel distribution system
Part i, ibs
ENGINS = total number of engines per stage
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, ibs (THRUST *
ENGINS * ACTR)
AC(104)= weight coefficient for fuel distribution
system Part 1
The weight coefficient AC(104) is used to differentiate
between a non-afterburning and afterburning engine. The
value of AC(104) is obtained from Figure 3.5-8.
3.5.6.3 Fuel Distribution, Inter-Tank
The fuel distribution system, Part II, is the total of all
fuel lines, fittings, supports, etc., to provide flow between
various tanks within the system. The equation for the fuel
distribution system Part II weight is
WDIST2 = 0.255 * GAL ** .7 * TANKS ** .25
where
_4DIST2 = total weiaht of fuel distribution s\stem
Part II, ibs
GAL = total gallons of fuel
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3.5.6.4 Fuel System Controls
The fuel system controls is the total of all valves and
valve operating _quipment such as wiring, relays, cables,
etc. The equation for the fuel system controlq weiaht is
WFCONT = 0.169 * TANKS * GAL ** .5
where WFCONT = total weiaht of fuel system controls, Ibs
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks
GAL = total gallons of fuel
3.5.6.5 Refueling System
The fuel tank refueling system includes the ducts and valves
necessary to fill the fuel tanks. The equation for fuel
tank refueling system weiaht is
WREFUL = TANKS * (3.0 + 0.45 * GAL ** .333)
where WREFUL = total weiaht of fuel tank refuelina System, ibs
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks
GAL = total gallons of fuel
3.5.6.6 Dump and Drain System
The fuel tank dump and drain system is the total valves and
plumbing necessary to dtunp and drain the fuel system. The
equation for fuel tank dump and drain system v,eicht is
WDRANS = 0.159 * GAL ** .65
where WDRANS = total weight of fuel tank dump and drain
system, ibs
GAL = total aallons of fuel
3.5.6.7 Sealina
The fuel tank bay sealing is the total weight of sealina
compound and structure required to provide a fuel tiah9
compartment. This sealina is used with a bladder tank to
prevent fuel leakage and it is used to seal off a structural
compartment to provide an integral tank concept. The
equation for fuel tank bay sealinq ,.;eight is
WSEAL : 0.045 * TANKS 8 (GAL/TANKS) ** .75
where WSEAL : total fuol tank ._)ay sea]in< w<,Jq]_t, ]_,._
TANK.q : number o',- fuso]a_e fuol tanks
GAL = total (_<_]lons of fuel
5]
3.5.7 Cryogenic Propellant Fuel System
The equation for cryoaenic propellant fuel system weiaht is
used for airbreathing engines that utilize liquid h%'drooen
fuel and with rocket engine installations. ?his system
weight includes the pumps, lines, valves, supports, _tc.
associated with the cryogenic fuel system. It is divided
into the components that are thrust de-_ndent and the com-
ponents that are primarily length dependent. The equation
for the cryogenic fuel system weight is
WFUSYS= AC(44) * TTOT+ AC(45) * ELBODY+ AC(46)
where WFUSYS= total weight of fuel system, ibs
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, ibs
ELBODY= body length, ft
AC(44) = cryogenic fuel system weiQht coefficient(f (Thrust))
AC(45) = cryogenic fuel system weight coefficient
(f(Length)), Ibs/ft
AC(46) = fixed cryogenic fuel system weight, ibs
The thrust dependent weight coefficient AC(44) is obtained
from the upper curve in Figure 3.5-9 and the lenoth dependent
weight coefficient AC(45) is obtained from the lower curve.
3.5.R Cryogenic Propellant Oxidizer System
The equation for cryogenic propellant oxidizer system weight
is ,.sed with rocket engine installations. This system
weight includes the pumps, lines, valvues, supports, etc.
associated with the cryogenic oxidizer sy_ tem. It is divided
into the components that are thrust depenuent and the com-
ponents that are primaril,, length dependept. The equation
for the cryogenic oxidize_ system weight is
WOXSYS = AC(47) * TTOT + AC(48) * ELBODY + AC(4n)
where WOXSYS = total weight ot oxidizer s\'stem, Ibs
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, ibs (THRUST *
ENGINS * ACTR)
ELBODY = body length, ft
AC(47) = cryogenic oxidizer system weight ceefficient
(f (thrust))
AC(48) = cryogenic oxidizer system _,ei_ht ceefficient
(f(leng'_h)) , ibs/ft
AC(49) = fixed c_yogenic oxidizer s\'stem _,'ei_ht, ibs
The thrust dependent wei_It coefficient AC(4?) is ebtained
from the upper curve in F,gure 3.5-10 and the !en_th dependent
weight coefficient AC(48) is obtained from the io_,'er curve.
When an airbreatbing engine installation is ._sed _,ith liquid
hydrogen fuel the coefficients AC(47), AC{4S_ and AC_49) must
be set to zero.
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3.5.9 Storable Propellant Pressurization System
The pressurization system for storable propellants includes
the bottles, valves, plumbing and supports. This system is
used on the aircraft stage with airbreathing engines. The
equation for storable propellant pressurization system weight
is
WPRSYS = 0.0009 * TTOT * TANKS
where WPRSYS = weight of pressurization system, ibs
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, ibs
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks
3.5.10 Cryogenic Propellant Pressurization System
The cryogenic propellant pressurization system is based on
the X-15 concept. The system weight includes the storage
bottles, stored gas and system components. The weight
equation inputs are based on the fuel and oxidizer tank
voh_es. The equation for cryogenic propellant pressuriza-
tion system weight is
WPRSYS = AC(50) * VFUTK + AC(51) * VOXTK + AC(52)
where WPRSYS = weight of pressurization system, Ibs
VFUTK total volume of fuel tank, ft 3
VOXTK = total volume of oxidizer tank, ft 3
AC(50) = fuel tank pressure syste_ weight coefficient,
ibs/ft 3
AC(51) = oxidizer tank pressure system weight
coefficient, ibs/ft 3
AC(52) = fixed press irization system weight, ibs
The coefficients AC(50) and AC(51) ere fuel and oxidizer
dependent, respectively, for the pressurization system
weights. The input value for these coefficients are obtained
from Figure 3.5-11. When an airbreathing engine is used
with liquid hydrogen fuel, the coefficient AC(51) must be
set to zero.
3.5.11 Inlet System
The weight of the inlet s, stem is given by
WINLET = WIDUCT + WVR_MP + WSPIKE
where WIDUCT = internaJ, duct weight
WVRAMP = ramp and ramp control weight
WSPIKE : spike w£_ight
Expressions for each component weight are given below.
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The equation for inlet internal duct weight is
WIDUCT = AC(53) * ((ELNLET*XINLET) ** .5 *(AICAPT/
XINLET) ** .3334 * PT2 **.6667 * GEOFCT * FCTMOK)
• * AC(54) + AC(105)
where WIDUCT = weiqht of inlet internal duct, Ibs
ELNLET = lenqth of duct (lip to engine fact), ft
XINLET = number of inlets
AICAPT = total _nlet capture area, ft 2
PT2 = calculated engine inlet pressure, psia
GEOFCT = geometrical out of round factor
1.0 for round or one flat side
1.33 for two or more flat sides
FCTMOK = Mach number factor
1.0 for Mach < 1.4
1.5 for Mach }1.4
AC(53) = inlet internal duct weight coefficient
(intercept)
AC(54) = inlet internal duct weight coefficient (slope)
AC(105)= fixed internal duct weights, ibs
The inlet internal duct weight coefficients AC(53) and AC(54)
are available from Figure 3.5-12.
3.5.11.2 Ramp
The weight for variable ramps, actuators and controls is
dependent on temperature as the design Mach number increases.
The equation for the temperature correction factor follows.
i.0 Mach number < 3.0TMPFCT = 0 203 * DM + 0.4, _
where TMPFCT = temperature correction factor
DM = desiqn Mach number
The design Mach number of 3.0 gives a temperature correction
factor of !.0 and should be considered as a minimum input.
The equation for variable ramps, actuators and controls is
WVR_MP = AC(106) * (ELIt<MP * XINLET * (AICAPT/XIN,ET)
• * .5 * TMPFCT) ** AC(107) + AC(108)




= weiaht of inlet variable ramps, actlators
and controls, ibs
= total leuqth of ramp, ft
= ntu_ber of inlets
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TMPFCT = temperature correction factor
AC(106) = variable ramps, actuators and controls
weiqht coefficient (intercept)
AC(107) = variable ramps, actuators and controls
weight coefficient (slope)
AC(108) = fixed weight for variable ramps, actuators
and controls, ibs
The variable ramps, actuators and controls weight coefficients,
AC(106) and AC(107) are given in Figure 3.5-13.
3.5.11.3 Spike
The weight of the spike is a fixed input which depends on
the type of spike used. The equation for total spike weight
is
WSPIKE = AC(109) * XINLET
where WSPIKE = total weight of spikes, ibs
XINLET = number of inlets
AC(109) = spike weight coefficient, Ibs
The weight coefficient AC(109) is obtained from Table 3_5-i
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= ELP_'kM2 *XINLET * (AICAPT/_LET) **' 5 *TMPFCT
ELRAMP = TOTAL LENGTH OF RAMP - FT
IT
XINLET = NUMBER OF INLETS
AICAI_r = TOTAL INLET CAPTURE AREA - FT 2
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¢3.6 ORIENTATION CONTROLS AND SEPARATION
The total weight of the aircraft orientation controls and
separation group is given by
WORNT = WGIMBL + WACS + WACSTK + WAERO + WSEP
where WGIMBL = gimbal system weight
WACS = attitude control system weight
WACSTK = attitude control system tank weight
NAERO = aerodynamic control system weight
WSEP = separation system weight
Expressions for each component weight are given below.
3.6.1 Gimbal System
The gimbal (thrust-vector-control) actuation system is
utilized on the aircraft configuration when a rocket engine
is used for main impulse. The data in Figures 3.6-1 and
3.6-2 is for an electrical system consisting of a silver-
zinc primary battery, a d.c. electric motor and a gear train,
two magnetic partical clutches and ball-screw actuators.
Reference 1 also discussed a pneumatic actuation system.
Both systems were competitive from a weight standpoint with
a slight advantage for electrical systems for the lonqer
operating times (=1200 seconds) and for all torque levels
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The system weight is exp:cessed in parametric form as a
function of delivered torque, maximum deflection rate of
nozzle and operaning ti_e. The range of significant
operational requizements and conditions for the data
presented are given in Table 3.6-1. The system assumes
pitch and yaw control foc single engine and pitch, yaw and
roll control for multiple engines. The equation for delivered
torque is





1. MAXIMUM NOZZLE OR ENGINE DEFI, ECTION = 10 ° _:
2. MA-XIMUM DEFI,ECTION RATE OF ,";OZZLI >. Oil ENGINE = 20"/SEC
3. t = TOTALOPEItATING TIME IN SECONDS ]':
::::l::i:!::::l:I:::_:l:
I0I0
DELIVERED TORQUE, TDEL (in-lb)
I0
FIGURE 3.6-1 GIMBAL SYSTEM WEIGHT - 20°/SEC
DEFLECTION RATE
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FIGURE 3.6-2 GIMBAL SYSTEM WEIGHT - 5°/SEC
DEFLECTION RATE
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where TDEL = gimbal system delivered torque, ib-in
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, ibs (THRUST *
ENGINS * ACTR)
ENGINS=total number of engines per stage
PCHAM= rocket engine chamber pressure, psia
The delivered torque calculation assumes a maximum nozzle
deflection of I0 degrees. The calculated delivcred torque
is then used in the gimbal system weight equation which is
WGIMBL = AC(55) * TDEL ** AC(II0) + AC(56)
where WGIMBL = weight of engine gimbal system, ibs
TDEL = gimbal system delivered torque, ib-in
AC(55) = gimbal system weight coefficient (intercept)
AC(II0)= gimbal system weight coefficient (slope)
AC(56) = fixed gimbal system weight, ibs
The weight coefficients AC(55) and AC(II0) are obtained from
Figures 3.6-1 and 3.6-2. The data in Figure 3.6-1 represents
a gimbal system with a maximum nozzle deflection rate of 20
degrees per second and Figure 3.6-2 is for five dearees per
second. Both figures are for maximum deflections of i0
degrees and operating times of i00 and 1200 seconds. When
the airplane configuration utilizes airbreathing engines
for main impulse, a gimbal system is not required. Directional
control will be accomplished through the use of aerodynamic
surfaces.
3.6.2 Spatial Attitude Control System
This subsystem includes the weight of the attitude control
system which includes engines, valves, pressurant and
residual propellants. It does not inc ude the propellants
and their associated tankage.
The system includes 4-pitch, 4-yaw and 4-roll engines with
each of the pitch and yaw engines having identical thrust
levels, the thrust of the roll engines being half that of
a pitch or yaw engine. All the engines are radiation cooled
with a pitch and yaw thrust range from 30 to i00 ibs. The
equation for attitude control system weight is
WACS=AC (57) *WTO* *AC (58 )+AC (59 )+AC (114) *WENTRY **AC (125 )
where WACS = weight of attitude control system, Ibs
WTO = qross weiqht, ibs
AC(57) ,AC(II ,)=ACS weight intercept.
AC(58),AC(II __)=ACS weight slope
AC(59)= fixe( _ ACS system welght, ibs
The weight coefficients AC(57) and AC(58) represents the
intercept and slope, respectively, for tn_ data shown in












Fdifferent size systems with total impulse ranges of i00,000;
200,000 _nd 300,000 Ib/sec. When design data is not avail-
able to base a total impulse estimate on, the user may input
AC(57) and AC(58) on the 200,000 !b-sec., curve. The X-15
had 235,000 ib-sec as a comparative bases.
3.6.3 Attitude Control System Tankage
The attitude control system tankage weight includes the
bladders, insulation, mounting, etc., but does not include
the propellants. The tankage system assumes storable
monopropellants, helium pressurization and titani%_ tank
material. The equation for attitude control system tankage
weight is
WACSTK = AC(64) * (WACSFU + WACSOX) + AC(65)
where WACSTK = weight of attitude control system tankage, ibs
_ACSFU = weight of ACS fuel, ibs
WACSOX = weight of ACS oxidizer, ibs
AC(65) = fixed ACS tank weight, ibs
AC(64) = ACS tank weight coefficient
The weight coefficient AC(64) is a ratio of tankaae weight
to propellant weight. A typical predesign value for AC(64)
is 0.i0.
3.6.4 Aerodynamic Controls
The weight of this subsystem includes the total weight of
the aerodynamic control system. It includes all control
levers, push-pull rods, cables and actuators from the control
station up to but not including the aerodyn_mic surfaces.
It will also include the avtopilot if it is not integral
with the navigation system. This weight does not incl_de
the hydraulic/pneumatic system weight. The aerod_.namic
controls data for straight and swept wing aircraft has been
separated from the delta wing aircraft data. The basic
equation for aerodynamic controls system weight is
WAERO=AC (60) *WTO**. 667* (ELBODY_GSPAN) **. 25) **AC (!ii) +AC (6 I)
+AC (122) * (WENTRY ** . 667* (ELBODY+GSPAN) **. 25) **AC (123)
where WAERO = weight of aerodynamic controls, ibs
WTO = gross weight, ibs (_TOIN)
ELBODY = body len_th, ft
GSPAN = geometri: wing span, ft
AC(60) ,AC(122) = aerodynamic control system weight
coefficient (intercept)
AC(III) ,AC(123)= aerodynamic control system weight
coefficient (slope)
AC(61) = fixed aerodynamic control system weic_ht, ibs
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FIGURE 3.6-4 AERODYNA.MIC CONTROLS WEIGHT
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3.6.5 Separation System
The separation system weiaht includes the system and attach-
ments on the ,_irplane for separating the two stages from
each other. The equation for the separation system weiaht
is
WSEP = AC(62) * WTO + AC(63)
where WSEP = weight of separation system, ibs
WTO = gross weight, Ibs (WTOIN)
AC(62)= separation system weight coefficient
AC(63)= fixed separation system weight, ibs
The coefficient AC(62) is a constant that will scale the
separation system weight as a function of gross weight.
If design data is not available, and it is assumed that
the major loads are reacted by the booster, a preliminary
design value of AC(62) = 0.003 may be used.
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3.7 POWERSUPPLY,CONVERSIONANDDISTRIBUTION
The total weight of the aircraft power supply, conversion
and distribution group is given by
WPWRSY= WELECT+ WHYPNU
where WELECT= electrical system weight
WHYPNU= hydraulic/pneumatic system weight
Expressions for e_ch component weight are given below.
3.7.1 Electrical System
This subsystem includes the weight for the items required
to generate, convert and distribute electrical power required
to operate the various vehicle subsystems. Subsystems
requiring electrical power are mainly electronics equipment,
life support, environmental control equipment, liahts,
heaters and blower motors. The electrical load varies with
flight conditions and flight phase depending upon the
demands of each subsystem. The electrical system data
presented provides a preliminary weight representative of
high speed fighter aircraft.
Major components represented in the syste_n weight are
batteries and AC cenerators, transformer rectifier units,
control equipment and power aistribution system. The
equation for electrical system weight is
where
WELECT=AC(66)* (SQRT(W 70) *ELBODY**. 25) *AC(112)+AC(67)
+AC (126) * (SQRT (WENTRY) *ELBODY**. 25) **AC (127)
WELECT = weight of electrical system, Ibs
WTO = gross weight, Ibs (WTOIN)
ELBODY = body length, ft.
AC(66),AC(126) = electrical system weight coefficient
(intercept)
AC(II2),AC(127)= electrical system weight coefficient
AC(67) = fixed electrical system welqht, Ibs (slope)
The weight coefficients AC(66) and AC(II2) are obtained from
Figure 3.7-1.
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°FIGURE 3.7-1 ELECTF, "' SYSTEM WEIGHT
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3.7.2 Hydraulic/Pneumatic System
The hydraulic/pneumatic system is comprised of the system
components to produce fluid or pneumatic pressure, control
equipment, storage vessels, hydraulic fluid and a distribution
system up to but not including the various functional branches
actuators, etc. The equation for hydraulic/pneumatic system
weight is
where
WHYPNU = AC(68) e ((SWING+SHORZ+SVERT) * Q_X/1000)
• * 0.334 + (ELBODY + STSPAN) ** 0.5 * TYTAIL)
• * AC(II3) + AC(69) + AC(128) *WTO + AC(129)
• WENTRY
WHYPNU = weight of hydraulic/pneumatic system, ibs
SWING = aross wing area, ft 2 2
SHORZ = horizontal stabilizer planform area, ft
SVERT = vertzcal fln planform area, ft =
QMAX maximum dynamic pressure, lbs/ft 2
ELBODY = body length, ft
STSPAN = structural span (along .5 chord, ft 2
TYTAIL = type tail coefficient
1.0 for conventional tail
1.25 for delta planform
1.5 for all moving horizontal and/or
vertical
WTO = gross takeoff weight (WTOIN)
WENTRY = entry weight (calculated)
AC(68) = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight
coefficient (intercept)
AC(II3) = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight
coefficient (slope)
AC(69) = fixed hydraulic/pneumatic system weight, Ibs
AC(128) = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight
coefficient (F(WTO))
AC(129) = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight
coefficient ((F(WE_TRY))
















The avionic system includes the guidance and navigation
system, the instrumentation and the communications system.
The guidance and navigation system includes those items
necessary to insure that the vehicle _osition and its
trajectory is known at all times. This system also generates
commands for the flight control system for changing or
correcting the vehicle heading.
The instrumentation system provides for a weight allocation
assigned to the basic instruments normally required for
sensing and readout of the normal flight parameters needed
for monitoring a flight program. In addition to this basic
system there are many possible missJcn oriented instrumenta-
tion functions that may be required. _ight allocation for
the instrumentation system is ne_mnily part of a design study
for a particular vehicle design and m_ssion requirement.
The communication system weight allocation is for all equip-
ment necessary to provide for %he co1_unication between
vehicle and air or ground statlcns incluCing communication
within the vehicle itself.
The equation for avionic ._y_tem weight is
where
WAVONC = AC(70) * WTD *" AC'II4) + AC(71)
WAVONC = weig! ol avionics system, ibs
WTO = gros.q weight, ibs
AC(70) = avionic _ystem weight coefficient
(int e_.-cept)
AC(II4) = avio_'_ic system weight coefficient (slope)
AC(71) = fixed svionic system weight, ibs
The weight coefficients AC(70) and AC(ll4) are obtained from
Figure 3.8-1. This data represents systems of advanced
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3.9 AIRCRAFT CREW SYSTEMS
The crew provisions include the equipment and personnel
enviror_ent control system, crew compartment insulation,
personnel accommodations, fixed life support equipment,
emergency equipment, crew station controls and panels.
The equipment environmental control system is used to
maintain the correct operating conditions for vehicle
system equipment. The function of the personnel environmental
control system is to provide an acceptable environmental
condition for the crew. This includes temperature, atmosphere
and pressurization equipment and supports. The compartment
insulation is required for controlling environment in con-
junction with the overall active environmental system. The
accommodations for personnel includes seats, supports,
restraints, shock absorbers, ejection mechanisms, etc. The
fixed life support system includes food containers, waste
management, hygiene equipment, etc. The fixed emerqency
equipment includes a built-in fire extinguishing system,
life rafts, etc. The crew station control and panels is
for installation of crew station flight controls, instrument
panels, control pedestals and stands.
The crew provisions are a combined function of gross weight,
crew size and fixed weights. Therefore, the weight penalty
may be represented by one equation and the various inputs
collected and summed from Table 3.9-1. The equation for
crew provisions weight is
WCPROV = AC(74) * WTO + AC(80) * CREW + AC(75)
where WCPROV = weight of crew provisions, ibs
WTO = gross weight, ibs (WTOIN)
CREW = number of crew members
AC(74) = equipment ECS weight coefficient
AC(80) = crew provisions weight coefficient
AC(75) = fixed crew provisions weight, ibs
75

















TABLE 3.9-1. TYPICAL CREW PROVISION INPUTS
3.10 DRY WEIGHT
The dry weight consists of all the previous components as
estimated but does not include design reserve or contingency.
The equation used is
WDRY = WSURF + WBODY + WTPS + WGEAR + WPROPU + WORNT
+ WPWRSY + WAVONC + WCPROV
where WSURF = Aerodynamic surface weight (3.1)
WBODY = body structure weight (3.2)
WTPS = induced envirorunental protection (3.3)
WGEAR = launch and recovery gear weight (3.4)
WPROPU= propulsion system weight (3.5)
WORNT = orientation system weight (3.6)
WPWRFY= power supply weight (3.7)
WAVONC= avionics system weight (3.8)
WCPROV= crew provisions weight (3.9)
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3.11 DESIGNRESERVE(CONTINGENCY)
The input for contingency and growth permits a proportion
of dry weight and/or a fixed weight to be set aside for
growth allowance, design unknowns, etc.
This value for dry weight is then used in the equation for
contingency and growth which is
WCONT= AC(98) * WDRY+ AC(99)
where WCONT= weight of contingency and growth, ibs
WDRY = stage dry weight, ibs
AC(98) = contingency and growth coefficient
AC(99) = fixed contingency and growth weight, ibs
3.12 EMPTYWEIGHT
The empty weight of the aircraft is the estimated dry
weight plus the design contingency.
WEMPTY= WDRY + WCONT
where WEMPTY = empty weight
WDRY = dry weight (3.10)
WCONT = design contingency (3.11)
3.13 PAYLOAD
This is the payload or cargo component.
to the program.
WPAYLD = payload or cargo (input)
It is a fixed input
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3.14 CREWANDCREWLIFE SUPPORT
This section includes the crew, gear and accessories as
well as the crew life SUDpOr_. The crew, gear and accessories
include crew, constant wear and protection aarments, pressure
suits, head gear, belt packs, personal parachutes, portable
hygienic equipment, maps, manuals, log books, portable fire
extinguishers, maintenance tools, etc. The crew life support
includes food, water, portable containers, medical equipment,
survival kits. etc. The equation for crew and crew life
support weight is
WCREW = AC(72) * CREW + AC(73)
where WCREW = weight of crew, gear, and crew life
support, ibs.
CREW = number of crew numbers
AC(72)= crew weicbt coefficient
AC(73)= fixed crew weight, ibs
Typical values for the cre_ ° dependent weight is shown in
Table 3.14-1. The input coefficient AC(73) is used for
fixed crew life support weight. A typical input for AC(73)
is shown in Table 3.14-1. This ceefficient may also be
used to input a fixed weight for crew and crew life support.
When AC(73) is used for this purpose the coefficient AC(72)
may be set to zero.
J _ FS =7:;.'Ti;_!_








3 .15 RES IDUAL PROPELLANTS
The residual propellant includes the trapped fuel and
o_idizer.
WRESID = WFTP.A9 + WOTRAP
where WRESID = residual propellant weight
WFTRAP = trapped fuel weight
_TP_AP = trapped oxidizer weight
3.15.1 Trapped Fuel
The equation for trapped fuel weight is
WFTRAP = AC(92) * WFUEL ÷ AC(93)
where WFT_P - weight of fuel trapped in tank and lines, Ib_
WFUEL = weight of main impulse plus reserve fuel, ib_
(calculated)
AC(92) = trapped fuel weight coefficient
AC(93) = fixed trapped fuel weight, ibs
A typical input value for AC(92) will vary from 0.005 to 0.03.
3.15.2 Trapped Oxidizer
The equation for trapped oxidizer weight ks
_TRAP = AC(94) * WOXID ÷ AC(95)
where WOTRAP = weight of oxidizer trapped in tank and
lines, ibs
WOXID = weight of main impulse plus reserve
oxidizer, ibs
AC(94) = trapped oxidizer weiuht ceefficient
AC(95) = fixed trapped oxidizer weight, Ibs
A typical _nput value for AC(94) will vary from 0.005 to 0.03.
9O
3.16 LANDING WEIGHT
The landing weight is calculated as






= empty, weight (3.12)
= payload f3.13)
= crew and crew life support (3.14)
= main propellant residuals (3.15)
= attitude control system propellant
residua3s (3.16.1)
3,16,1 Attitude Control System Residuals
The attitude control system residuals are assumed to be a
fraction of the total attitude control propellant.
_gACSRE = AC(II5) * WACSP
WHERE
_ACSRE = attitude control system propellant residuals
WACSP = attitude control system propellant (3,17)
AC(II5)= ACS propellant coefficient
3,17 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS) PROPELLANTS
The attitude centrol s3"stem is based on a monopropel!ant system.
The equations fer ACS fuel and oxidizer weight are
%¢ACSFU - AC(9£) * WENTRY + AC(97)
WACSOX = _ACSFU * OFACS
WACSP = WACSFU + WACSOX
where WACSP = ACS propellant
WACSFU = ACS fuel
WACSOX = ACS oxidizer
OFACS = mixture rating
WENTR¥ = entry weight
AC(96) = entry weight coefficient
AC(97) = fixed ACS fuel weight
3.18 ENTRY WEIGHT
The entr_." weic. ht is defined as the landin_ wei_,ht vlus the
at_it'_'des contrel prepellant
_EXTRY = h'LAND _ :_'ACS?
where WLAN, _ -- landin_ weight (3.16)
WACS? = ACS propellant (3.17)
8_
3.19 MAIN PROPELLANT,q
The main propellant is input to the program (WPMAIN).
The main impulse propellant components are
WFUEI_M = WPMAIN/(I. + OF)
WOXIDM = WFUELM * OF
where WFCELM = weiqht of main impulse fuel, ibs
WP_t_IN = weight of main impulse propellant, lbs.
OF = main oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio by
weight
WOXIDM = weight of main impulse oxidizer, ibs
3.20 RESERVE PROPELLANT
Total reserves are the sum of reserve fuel and reserve
oxidizer
WPRESV = WFRESV + WORESV
The equation for reserve fuel weight is
WFRESV = AC(84) * WFUELM + AC(85)
where WFRESV = weight of fuel reserve, ibs
WFUELM = weight of main impulse fuel, Ibs
AC[84) = reserve fuel weight coefficient
AC(85) = fixed reserve fuel weight, ibs
The equation for reserve oxidizer weight is
WORESV = AC(86) * WOXIDM + AC(87)
where WORESV = weight of oxidizer reserve, ibs
WOXIUM = weiaht of main impulse oxidize*-, Ibs
AC(8[,) = reserve oxidizer weicht coefficient
AC_7; = fixed reserve oxldizer weight, ibs
A typical input value for AC(84) and AC(_6) will vary from
0.01 to 0. 20.
J
3. 2] INFLIGHT LOSSES
The infli_:ht losses are a function of t_',- main FCOFellant
WPI,OS_ = AC(II6_ * WPMAIN
where WPY.AIN : n'a_n impulse propella:'t
AC_{ 1_;_ = ".>rop__[lant coetficien'.
E2
3.22 TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
The takeoff gross weight is calculated in the following
manner
WTO = WENTRY + I_'PMAIN + WPRESV + WPLOSS
where WTO = takeoff gross weight
WENTRY= entry weight (3.18)
_qPS_IN= main impulse propellant (3.19_
WPRESV= reserve propellant (3.20)
WPLOSS= inflight propellant losses (3.21)
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4.0 USER INSTRUCTIONS
This section provides instructions for using the WAATS
program. It includes deck setup and a description of
input and output. WAATS can be used in a stand alone
manner or within the ODIN system. In the stand alone
mode the user provides all weight coefficients and
exponents, geometric data, areas, volumes and propellant
requirements. The program computes the component weights
in an iterative manner to satisfy the propellant require-
ment. When used within the ODIN system, the geometric
characteristics as well as weight coefficients may be
computed in other programs and passed to WAATS through
the ODIN design data base.
4.1 DECK SETUP
The program is stored on data cell and can be retrieved
and executed in the following manner.
JOB, ---
USER, ---
FETCH, A3983, SPRA02,* BINARY.







The %,edge number * is subject to change. The current number
may be obtained from the ODIN data base manager.
The namelist data includes the weight coefficients and the
geometric characteristics described in Section 4.2.
WAATS may also be used in the ODIN system. Any input ma3,
come from the data base and all component weights and
summations are available to the data base. The deck setup






The use ef WAATS within the ODIN system assures the use of
the most current production version of the program.
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4.2 PROGRAM INPUT
WAATS uses namelist input. N_nelist is a standard FORTRAN
feature. The rules are described in any good FORTRAN manual.
The single namelist name for this progr_n is:
$1_qAP (starting in column 2)
Each input variable or array has a name and value(s).
name = value,
or
name = value, value,
or
name (I) = value, value,
The namelist is terminated with a $ (dollar) in column 2 or
greater.
Table 4.2-1 defines the input variables and the computed values.
The user need specify only these variables which require values
different than shown in Table 4.2-1.
Every input variable is not necessarily required for all vehicles.
For example, a vehicle not having a turbo ramjet engine does
not require input values for PHIGH and PLOW.
A good procedure to follow in setting up a WAATS input deck
is:
i. Read through Section 3 to determine which component
weights are going to be considered. The equations for
each component are specified in detail. In most cases,
the input requirements are given along with the equa-
tion. The one exception is TTOT, total thrust, which
is computed from input variables as follows:
TTOT = ENGINES * THRUET * ACTR
2. Specify the weight coefficients for the cgmponent
weight equations selected. See Section 2+3 for using
coefficients other than those presented in Section 3.
AC(1) = XXX,
3. Note which input variables are required for the selected
weight comFonents. The equations are given in Section
3.
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TOTAL CAPTURE AREA OF INLETS (Sw_ I-T)
ROCKET ENGINE AREA RATIO (AIRCRAFT)
NUMBER OF CREW MEMBERS
UESIGN ALTITUDE IFT
DESIGN MACH NUMBER
BOOY REFERENCE LENGTHt FT.
TOTal INLET LENGTHt FT°
TOTAL LENGTH OF RAMPtFT
NUMBEn OF ENGINES
MAtH NUMBER F_CTOR
GEOMETrICal OUT OF ROUND FA(_Tu_,
uEUMFTRIC WING SPAN tFT
SeA LEVEL GPAVITY_ FPSS
MAXIMUM f_ODY HEIGHT, FT.
P_,OPELLANT TYPE INDICATORt
IC,kY = ! NON - CRYCGENIC
IGKY = 2 CRYOGENIC
= i FOR ROCKET ENGINES
= 2 FOR TURBORA_IJET ENGINES
= = 3 FOR AIRBREATHINGt NON-TUR_UK_M,$1T ENG|
SIIAPE FL AG
= I FC_ B.rICSTER-IYPE (I_0 WINuS OK TAIL}
• Z FOP AIRCRAFT
= a FOR LIFTING 80D¥
= _, FOR LIFTING _ODY ÷ WINb
UAIDIZER TO FUEL MIXTURE RAT_u oY NEIC,_I
A_ OXIDIZER TO FUEL MIXTURe k_Ij.O OY hEZL, tlI
I',3CKET ENGINE CHA_ER PRESSuK_-
IULBOR_mJET ENGINE lhLET PRES3uRc
(UPPER DESIGN CURVE)
TUKBORAMJET ENGINE INLET PRE3SORE
(LOWER DESIGN CURVE)
MAAIPU v DYNAMIC PkESSURE, Ld/brT
EAkT_- cAOIUS, FT
TuTAL BODY _ETTEI) AREA, SQ.FI.
_'UTAL F_IPING CR ELEVON SUR_-_C_. PL,,,,tXf-b_,M
FuEL TANK WETTEO AREA, SwJ. FT.
TuT:_L HORIZONTAL SURFACE PLANFOkM A_EA_ _.
JAIDIZER TANK WETTEC AREA, _w. iT.
;P_ ARE_, SFT
















• ,IAM, E F ,.Z2.7
MING STRUCTURAL SPAN PER AIRPL_Nt- (ALUNu 5U
PckCENT CHOQO ),FT
ToT_,L VERTICAL SURFACE PLANFu_,vt AkL_. :_I.FT.
TMI:ggETIC._,L WING AkEA PEF AJ._PLAI_¢:, .S_.FT.
NUMBE_ nF FUSELAGE FUEL TAN_
Tr_KUST fiE ONE ENGINE
i_INr_ T_ICKNESS AT THEOkETICaL t_,I.JOT
TIFPF T_tL COEFFICIENT
VULUME OF FUEL TANK, CU. FT.
VOLUME OF OXIDIZER TAh_,, CU. FT.
LANDING WEIGHT, LB (ESFIMATcJ
_EIGHT OF PAYLCAD, LB.
_E.LGHT OF M_IN I,'IPOLSE PKCPr.LLa_,T, Lo
TOTAL wEIGHT AT T_KE-CFFt Lo (c:>TIPIAT_)
hUMBER OF INLETS
_I,_G ULTIMATE LOAD FACTUR






























UNi T H"mIZDNTAL wEIGHT
FIAED _-'_RIZONT_L WEIGHT
U,,_IT rAIDING OR ELEVCN WEIGHT





UNIT ROOY WRIGHT COEFFICIE_,I ( ri_oOdYl J
U,wIT BODY WEIGHT COEFFICIENT t I"(S_LIL)Y) }
t"LXED RnDY wEIGHT
UNIT SECONDARY STRUCTURE _EI_,_I
FIAE0 SECONDARY STRUCTURE _,-lu_T
THRUST STRUCTURE WEIGHT CCEFFI_|_NT
I-IXED THRUST STRUCTURE WEIGP_I
UNIT INSULATION WEIGHT
UNIT COVER PANEL wEIGHT
LAUNCH GFA_ WEIGHT CCEFFICI_NI
F_XED LAUNCH GEAR aEIGHT
LANDING GEAR WEIGrll CGEFFICi_-r,I i l--(NIbl l




















































































LAI, DING GE_,R wEIGHT CCEI-FICic,_I t I-I_,LANUJ J
_-IXEO L_NDING GEAR ,,EIGHT
KUCKET ENGINE WEIGHT COEFFIL. It-NT ( ,,,/1 )
ROCKET _NGINE W_IGHT CCEFF_..c_T
NOZZLE EXPCNENT
_-iAED DOCKEt ENGINE _,EIGMT
TUK@OO_JE T ENGINE nElL, HI CuLPt-IL.,-LNT
(LOWER DESIGN POINT)
TURBOOA_JET ENGINE ,,lIGHT CU_FFI_.I_NI
(LOWEQ DESIQ_ PUIhT)
TURBCRA_JET ENGINE nEIUHT Cucl-_-l_.iciwT
{UPPER DESIGN POINT)
TURBORAMJET ENGINE _EIGHT Cb_.F_-.(.ir.NI
{URP_ DESIG,_ POINT|
FUEL T_NK WEIGHT COEFFICIENT tNuN-_IkObTUkwL;
FIXED FUEL T_NK wEIGHT iNCN-_I_U_.IUkAL)
OXIDIZER TANK WEIGHT COEFFIUI_,,I t,,ON-_T_ubIUhAi
FIXED OXIOIZEP TANK wEIGHT I0_uN-_I_,UGTU_ALI
UNIT FUEL TANK INSULATIUN w,-ivt_I
FIXED FUEL TANK INSULATION _,,-IuMT
UNIT OXIDIZER TAK_ IhSULATIb,_ ._Ibr_T
FIXED OXIDIZER TANK INSULATIu,_ nEiu.T
Full SYSTEM WEIGHT COEFFICIENT (_-(IHt_uST) J
FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT COEFFICIcF, T t /-t_Pt l
FIXED FUEL SYSTEM _EIGHT
O_i_IlF_ SYSTEM WEIGHT COEF,_IbIENI (d'-ITHKUST) ,_
_.,;,:"_,ZE o SYSTEM WEIGHT COEFFI_.IcNT ( FI,iPI )
/-IA_:D OXIDIZER SYSTEM WEIGHT
FUEL TANK PRESSURE SYSTEM wULunT _.oEF_-LuIENT
uXIDIZER TANK PRESSURE SYST,-M ,,I. _.ucF_-i(.IENT
FIXED PRESSURE SYSTEM WEIGHI
INLET wEIGHT COEFFICIENT
FIXED INLET WEIGHT
GIMBAL SYSTEM WEIGHT COEFFI_.;_:
FIXED GIMB_L SYSTEM WEIGHT
AGS SYSTEM WEIGHT COEFFICIE_,I
ACS SYSTEM WEIGHT EXPONENT
FLXFD ACS SYSTEM WEIGHT
AEROEYNAMIC CONTROL SYST.CN _CLu_I _.UEFFI_IENT
FIXED A_RODYNAMIC CCNTROL SYsTeM _,ciu_T
bCPAR_kT!ON SYSTEI.I wEIGHT CO_-FFiC. IE,'wT
_-IAED SEPARATION SYSTEM WEIu_-_I
ACS T_NK WEIGHT COEFFICIENT
FIXED ACS TANK WEIGHT
ELcCTRIC,_L SYSTEM _EIGHT CO_FF;_.|_-_wT
FIXED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM wEIu_I























































































HYLII_/IULIC SYSTEM wEIGHT COEFFILIENT
FIXED HYORAULIC SYSTEM WEIGHT
AVIONIC SYSTEM _ETGI_T COEFFJ, L/,_-NT
FIXED AVIO_JIC SYSTEP wEIGHT
CREW WEIGHT COEFFICIENT
FIXED CREW WEIGHT
CREW PoOV!SIONS WEIGHT COEFFICIENT
FIAEC CREW PROVISIC_,S wEIGHT
FIXED VEHICLE INSULATION _EL(.,HI
FIXED VFHICLE COVER PANEL w_-{c._I
wING W:_IGHT COEFFICIENT
UNUSED
CREW PROVISION _EIGHT COEFFj,(.,]ENT
BASIC BODY WEIGHT COEFFICIENT
RAMJET ENGINE WEIGHT COEFFICI_-NT
FIXED RAMJET ENGINE wEIGHT
R_-3E_VE FUEL WEIGHT CCEFFIC_cNT
FZAED =_ESEr_VE FUEL wEIGHT
R_SF.RVE OXIDIZER .EIGHI COEI-PICJENT
FIXED _ESEDVE OXIOIZER WEIGr_I
UNUSED
V,-ETICAL FIN WEIGHT CCEFFICZ_-NT
HU_.ZONTAL STABILIZER WEIGHT C.uEEFiCJENT
FIXED TURBORAMJET ENGINE v,E;t,t;I
IKAPPED FUEL WEIGHT COEFFICI_h,T
FI^ED TQAPPEU FUEL WEIGHT
T_APPED OXIDIZER WEIGFIT COEFFJLIENT
FIXED TcAPPED OXIDIZER WEIGHI
AC3 FUEL WEIGHT C,]EFFICIENT




LA;_DING GEAR WEIGHT COEFFICJtNI F(.TU}
ENG_.NE MOUNT WEIGdT CCEPFICI_h,I
FIAE_ ENGINE MOUNT _EIGHT
_T COEF FF)_ FUEL OISTRIBUTIu,_ _YST_M
FIXED Ir'JTERN_L OUCT _,EIGMT
),I COEF F_3_ VaRIABL_ R_MPS) .t.luwTuR3 + CUNIRu{,.
nT COFF FOR V_QIABLE RAMPS) A_TUAIuI_S ÷ CbNIRUL
FIXED ,_T OF VARIAI_LE RAMPS) ,,_IUAIOR_ * buNTRuL
SPIKE WEIGHT CCEFFICIENT
L,_MBAL SYSTEM WEIGHT CCEFFIk. IcNT
,_L_,F)CV'Nc, MIC CNNTROL SYSTEM, ncjL.l-_T_otF{-_L.I{-NT
ELr-CT':ICAL SYSTEM _EIGHT CO:#-F_,¢..IE,_I
HYORf'UETC/PNEU'_ATIC SYSTEM n:JumT _,UcFF_LI_NI
TABLE 4.2-1 W,b\TS INPUT DEFINITION (Cont'd)
B9
,-t .-,I ,-.* .-_ .-.i ,.-I 9_ f'M "_ICM(_ "4 rM _ ,J ('M ,_'1 ,_i _ ,t'l_l









I4. Set up the input deck according to Section 4.1.
If the ODIN procedure is used the data setup is exactly as
described above except the input data may be replaced with
ODIN data base names.
or
name = 'ODIN name',
name (I) = 'ODIN name',
An example might be the case where the thermal protection
system unit weight was computed by another program and
stored in the data base as TPSUW. Further the wetted area
for thermal protection may have been computed in a second
program and stored in the data base as AWTPS. In this
example the input to WAATS for induced environmental
proteztion, Section 3.3 would be
STPS = 'AWTPS',
AC(21) = 'TPS_4',
In a similar example where the weight of the TPS is entirely
evaluated elsewhere and stored as WTPS, the WAATS input would
be
AC(22) = 'WTPS', (see _ection 3.3)





4. 3 PROGPAM OUTPUT
The program has several forms of output. An example namelist
input is printed as shown in Table 4.3-1. The non-zero weight
coefficients are printed as exemplified in Table 4.3-2. Some
pertinent design data is printed as shown in Table 4.3-3. A
output weight statement is exemplified in Table 4.3-4. Finally,
the ODIN output list of all the component weights is available
on a file called N_IST. This fi?e is used by the ODIN system
to communicate information to the data base. The ODIN names








































= O, _6F4"02 t
= O,2E+Olt
= 0.0,













SFA [R " O, O,









FCT_OK = O. LE_01,
GEOFCT = O, IE+O L,
GSPAN = 0. I_IE+O 3,
IY'fA [ L = 0, L25E+OL,
STPS = 0.423_+05,
SBODY : 0.328F+05,
WPAYLD : O. _E*05,
HRODY = 0,2E+92,
ENGINS = O. 22F÷O2.
GO : O. ]21740_9F+02,
RE = O. 2Oq2OO2_E*O3,
I CRY : 2,
WLAND I T 0,9E_06,
!'
TABLE 4.3-1 NAMELIST INPUT PRINTOUT (Cont'd)
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NON-ZERO WEIr, HT COEFI:ICIENTS
aC( 4l = 4.2009000
AC! 14) = 1.2378000
AC( I9) = 4.OOOOOOOOE-03
AC( 2I I = 2.3000000
AC| 261 = Oo1600DOOOE-03
AC( 21_| = ?.60000000E-03
AC( 29l --" 3,30000000E-04
&C{ 301 = .50000000
AC{ 31l = 700.00009
ACl 44l = 2o20000000E-03
AC( 451 = .50000000
AC( 41) : 4.30000000E-03
ACI 481 : .50000000
AC( ?|) = 6600,0000
_CI 73) = t330.0000
AC{ 75l = 2675,0000
&C( 84t = 4,0303000rJE-03
AC( 85) = .50000000
ACI 861 = 4.09000009E-03
AC( 891 = I.I000000
_CI 92t = ?,50000000E-03
AC{ 941 = 7,50000000E-03
ACI 981 = .].2000000
ACIX02I = I.O0000000E-04
ACIlISI = I .50000000E-02






&CI 1241 = 1.37500000E-02
&C( [251 = i. 0000000
AC( L261 = ,L0950000
ACI 127} = 1.4425303
AC{ L29) = L.I4OOOOOOE-02
&C| L30I = .637000,00
AC{ 132| = .53400000
AC{L341 = 5. 00000000E-02


















WING THICKNESS AT THEORETICAL ROOT















































































ATT] TUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
AERODYN AM IC CONTROLS
SEPARATION SYSTEM
ATT ITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM T ANKAGE
POWER SUPPLY
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM














































































































































O U T P U T O E f" I & a T L ,._N
TUTAL WING wEIGHT. LB
TuTAL AERDL]YNAMIC SU_,FACE i,,c_unT, Ld
VEe,,TIC_L STABILIZE_ wEIGHT. Lo
Huk, IZONTAL STABILIZER _EIGHI, LI_
T_JTAL _EROGYNA_IC FAIKING ,cZu.r_T. LI_
TOTAL BODY wEIGHTt LB
bASIC P.ODY STRUCTURAL F.E|GHT_ -o
Bu_Y SECCNDARY STRUCTURE .ELvhI, Lc_
BUOY THRUST STRUCTURE_ LD
I._IuUCED ENVIRONMENTAL PRCDECI_uN _IcM I,_-J{,HT_L_
_P$ INSULATION wEIGHT_ LB
E,'S COVER WEIGHT, LB
LAjNCH AND RECOVEF_Y GEAR _E_,HI. i._
LAUNCH GEAR WEIGHT (P(_,TO]}. Lo
LA,wOING GEAR WEIGHT (E(WLA_wU)J, L¢_
TbTAL PROPULSION SYSTEM _,EI{.,nT. LO
Kut.,KET ENGINE WEIGHT_ LB
AI_PREATHI_G ENGINE _EIGHT_ L_
I_UN-STRUCTURAL FUEL CCNTAIN_-_,,_._-Iu_T. Lo
r_UN-STRUCTURAL OXIDIZER CCNT_IN_K n_:L_,rIT_ L_
FUF-L TANK INSULATION _,EIGHT_ t.o_
OXIDIZER TAhK INSULATICN WEZunT Lb
6u_L SYSTEM WEIGHT_ LB
OXIDIZER, SYSTEM WEIGHT. LB
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM WEIGHT, L¢}
IrwLET WEIGHT. LB
(JKIENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM ,,ciunT,LO
ENGINE GIMBAL SYSTEM _EIGHT, _.c,
ATTITUDE CCNTROL SYSTEM WEI_,_T_ Lo
Ac_OCYNAMIC CONTROLS WEIGHT,Lo
_FPERATION SYSTEM _EIGhT_ LO
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM TANI,,A_._. _._-_u_I, Lb
PuwER SUPPLY WEIGHT. LB
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WEIGHT, Li_
HYuRAULIC/PNEUMATIC SYSTEM i_,-_uhT_ L_3
AVIONICS SYSTEM _EIGHT. LB
CKcW PROVISIONS WEIGHT, LB
V_HICLE DRY wEIGHT_ LB
DESIGN EESERVE (CONTI._GENCY} ._-iL,r,l_ Lb
CREW WEIGHT_ LB
PAYLOAD WE IGHT_ LB
R_-SIDUAL PROPELLANT .¢EIGHT, L._
TK_PPED FUEL WEIGNTt LB
T_APPED OXIDIZER .EIGHT. L_







































































ACS PqOOELLANT _EIGP-T_ t6
A_ FUEL WEIGHT, Ld
A_S OXIDIZEF_ wEIGrITt Lb
Fc=SERV _ PROPELLANT, L6
M_$FaV c_ FUEL wEIGMTt L6
RESERVE OXIOIZER I,,EIGHT, LB
MAIN PROPELLANT ,wEIGhT, LB
MAIN FUEL _EIGHT, •8
MAIN OXIDIZER w_IO_.T, Lb
CA•Ct.LATED TAKE-OFF ,_EIGHT, Lo
INIF. GQ_L FUEL TANK I_E';HT, c.c}
I,wTEGRAL OXIDIZER TAN_, wEIGrIT, _.b
EN_IKE MOUNT wEIGHT_ LB
F_,'-L PU'P WEIGHT_ L[
FuEL OISTR_UTION, RESERVCI_. Tu EN,.,,I_E_ LL_
INLET SPIKE WE CGHTe LB
MAIN PLUS RESERVE FUEL, LB
MAIN PLUS RESERVE OXI&IZER_ L_
TOTAL FUEL (INCL. _,FTRAP}_ Lb
IuTAL OXIDIZER (INCL. WOTRAY_,Ld
TOTAL P_OPELLANT (I(_CL WPRESv _NO e,KL._u,_ Lb
Fo_L DISTRISUTION_ INTEkTANF., L_
_uEL SYSTEM CONTROLS W*--IGHT_ •b
_E._UELING SYSTEM _,EIGHT, LB
DU,"IP AND DRAIN SYSTEM ,.,EIGHT_ _o
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FRE]PE•L_NI RE3cRVcSm •
INFLIGHT PROPELLANT LOSSESe t._
K2,"NTRY WE.GHT, L_
SEAL!.._ WE?',HT_ LO
I_TERNAL DUCT WEIC;I!T_ LB
INLET VAR_AElLE RAMP wEIGHT, ¢.b
EHwTY wEIGHT, L_
OP_RATING WEIGHT _MPTY, L8
LANDING WEIGHT_ LB
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APPENDIXA - WAATS PROGRAMLISTING
pR,r)GRA4 A_983 { INPUT--tO01, OUTPUT =IO01, NMLIST=IOO[,
TAPES=INPIIT, TAPES=OUTPUT, TAPETS=N'ALIST)
CfBMMnN ICN4ON/ C(|30I
CO','MON IWTSI W( LO01
COMMON IACOEF/ ACILSOl







SUBROUT INE ATMOS( IMVl
1962 ATMOSPHERE
ALTITUDE MUST BE LESS THAN 299500 FT.
_,_,m,_w_,k,_w,m_,_,t,_START COMMLIN mmmm_*_mmmmmmm_'mmm_m_mm_mmmmm_m
COMMON I COMON I C([ I
EQUIVALENCE {C| 5_I , GO )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 541, RF I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 51 I, CMT I
EQUIVALENCE {C( 521, CHT I
C (].'.'WON/ATm")UTfTALT, PA LT, .r)TDH,
I. ,RFNO,AMU
QO_G ,RHO _THETA ,RT HETA ,DE L rA
END COMMON ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
DATA AK /.3048 /
DATA CHTI, V[, CMT[ / 3"-I. /
DATA CI / .08389_q2331 I
C1 = 28.9664 _ [44.1( 1545.31 * GO)
ALM = MOLECULAR SCALE TEMPERATURE GEOP,r)TENTIAL GRADIENT
RH = GEUPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE
P = PRESSURE (4ETRIC UNITS)
PB = PRESSURE (METRIC UNITS) AT BASE OF LAYER
PSL = SEA LEVEL PRESSURE _ME'FRIC)
Tm_ = TEMPERATURE AT BASE OF LAYER
TMP8 = TEMPERATURE (AETRIC UKITS)
ISL = SFA LEVEL TEMPERATURF (_AETRIC UNITS)
INPUTS TO 1HIS SU__RDUTINE
CMT = MACH NU_aBER
CHT = ALTITUDE, _EET





















DELTA = PRESSURE RATIO
titDH =
GO = ACCFLERATION DUE TN GRAVITY
PALT = PRESSUDE {ENGt. I_H UNITS
OD -- DYNAMIC PRESSURE
RHO = r)ENS ITY
RTHETA -- SQUARE RDOT OF TEMPERATURE RATIO
TALT -- TFMPERATUQ_ (ENGLISH UNIT(;!





V KNOW_, nETFRMINE MACH IN ATMOS
MACH KNOWN, DETERMINE V IN ATMOS
I F [CHT-CHT[ )60,20,63








G = GO _, IRE




|00 Ir:{ BH-20000o I 2[ 0,1 [0, I l0
IlO IF{ BH-32900. 1220, 120,120
120 IFIBH-47000.) 225, 130, [30
130 IF IRH-52000. D230,140, 140
|40 IF(F_H-OIO00.) 240,150t150
150 IF( BH- 7QO0'. _|245,250, 250


































230 HR = 47)00.
ALM = O.














250 HB : 70]OO.
ALM = O.
J SWA = 2
PB = .O077834
TMR = I 80.65
260 PSL = 760.
TSL = 2_8.15
TMPR = TMB + ALM • (BH-H_)
GO TO (270,280),JSWA
2"/0 EX -- .034163[951ALM
P -- PR • (TMB/TMPB)_*_X
Gn TO 290
280 EX = (-.034163195 * (BH-HBI I I TMB
P = PB*EXPIEXI
290 DELTa = PIPSL
THETA = TMPB/TSL
RTHFTA = SQRT(THETAI
TMPA = ALM_ (|REMTR_*2*AK) I (REMTR_HKI_2)
DTDH = TMPA/(Z._T_PB|
GO TO (291,2QZ|,I_V
29i C_T = VII ![|6.89 * RTHETA)
GO TO 2O3




TALT = TMP_ xx 1.8
PH.'] = C[*PALT/TALT
_,U = 1.45GE-06 * T_PR * SQRT(T_,PR|I(TMPB _ 110.41 _' i.2330137
R ENO = RHO * V / A'_U





























































































































EOUIVALENCF IC( 40I, I:CTMOK
FQLIIVALFNCE IC| 411, GEOFCT
FQUIVALENC = (C( 42! , GSPAN
FQUIVALENCE |CI 43), TYTAIL
EQUIVALENCE (C( 44), STPS
FQUIVALENCE ( C( 45!, s_or)Y
EQUIVALENCE (C( 4bl , wPAYLD
EQUIVALENCE IC( 47l, HBr_Dy
EQUIVALENCE (C! 49), ENGINS
EQUIVALENCE (CI 531, GO
EQUIVALENCE (C( 54J , RE
FQUIVALENCE (CI 551, ICRY
EQUIV^LENC._ (C! 561, NODIN
FQUIVALENCE (C{ 5lJ, WLANDI
t,_*** ** _,._.,k. END COMMON • *** ** _, _. **** _,***. _***_ .,__..,_ _,.t,t,*****
DATA STATEMENTS
DATA PI,RTOD,FPNM,GOI3.1415c)265, 5T.29578, 6076.1.033, 32.1740401
DATA CI3, C23 I .333333333 , ,666666667 /
DATA RAD I ,01745329 /
DATA RE / 20920024. I
DATA PHIGH, PLOW I 176., 46. I
DATA TANKS, G_.OFCT, I::CTMOK, FLRAMP, DM, PCHAN, TYTAIL, IFNG¿
I I., I., I., 0., 4.5, I000., 1.25, 2 /
DATA WAREF, rim / 1.22. 7, _0000. /
DATA CREW, WPMAIN, OF, OFACS, XLF, TR(]_T, ARATIO /
l I., 0., 0., 2., 4., 1.5, O. I
DATA H_ODY, ELBOOY, VOXTK, SOXTK, VFUTK, SFUTK / 5_'0. /
DATA GSPAN, STSPAN I 0., O. /
OATh AICAPT, ELNLFT, XINLFT I D-, 0., O° /
DATA ISH_t) E / L /
&CTR = I.
FNG IN S = {.
ICRY = 2

































AIRPLANE MASS PROPERTIES SuBQrlUTINE
)t**_****_.¢,,* START COMMON
Cr]MMI')N IACOF_/ AC (1501
eee_eee_e_e_eee_eeee_eeee_eee_
COMMON ICOMON/ C(II
EQUIVALENCE IC( 2), THRUST )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 3 I, ISHaPE I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 41, CREW I
EQUIVALENCE ICl 5i, _W )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 61 , ACTR )
EQUIVALENC"_ (C( 7I, IENG I
EQUIVAI. ENCE (C( B), PCHAM )
EQUIVALENCE (C( Q! , DM I
FQtlIVAIFNCE (C(IO) p DH )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 11.1, WAREF I
EQUIVALENCE IC( 1.3), C23 )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 14I, PHIGH I
EQUIVALENCE IC( 15) _ PLOW I
EQUIVALENCE (C(16), TANKS I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 17|, XINLET I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 1.OI, WPMAIN )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 19l , OF I
EQUIVALENCE IC( 7__0), WTOIN I
EQUIVALENCE ICI 21l, OFACS I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 22I, XLF l
EQUIVALENCE ICI 23I, STSPAN )
EQUIVALENCE (C(24I) SWING I
EQUIVALENCE IC! 25), TROOT I
FQUIVAL.C. NCE (C(26), SVERT )
EQUIVALENCE ICI 2T). SHORZ )
EQUIVALENCE ICt 28l , QMAX |
EQUIVALENCE (C( 2_I , SFAIR I
EQUIVALENCE (CI. 301, ARATIO I
EQUIVALENCE (CI 31 ), VFUTK I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 321, VOXTK I
EQUIVALENCE IC( 33I , SFUTK I
EQUIVALENCF (C( 34), S(3XTK )
_'. EQUIVALENCE (El 35), ELB(}DY I
_ EQUIVALENCE (C( 36), FLRAMP }
i EQUIVALENCE (C{ 37), AICAPT )
lOB
cQUIV_-LFNCE(CI 3B), ELNLET !
FOUIVALENCE It(3q), CI. 3 )
Ef_UI_ALENCE IC( 40), FCT'_K )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 41It GEOPCT I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 421, GSPAN I
EQUIVALE'_CE (C( 4__I, TYTAIL I
EQUIVAL_.NCE (C( 441, STPS )
EQUIVALENCE (CI 45), SB,_Y I
EQUIVALFNCE {C( 461, WPAYLD !
EQUIVALENCE |C( 4/I_ HBqnY I
EQUIV6(.ENC_ (C( 481, TT,']T 1
FQUIVAL .F'NCE (C( _,ql, FNGINS )
E_UIVALENCE (C| 50I, PT2 )
EQUIVALENCE It( 511, CMT I
FQ'IIVALENCE (C( 521, CHT I
F_UIVALENCE (C( 551, ICRY I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 571, WLANDI I
CO'_Mr)N IWTSI W( l|
EQUIVALENCE {W( I) , WCREW
FQUIVALENCE (W( 21, WABENG
EQUIVALENCE (W( 31, WGIMBL
EQUIVALENCE (w| 4), WOXCNT
EQiIIVALENCF (W( 5), WINSFT
EQUIVALENCE (W( 6), WINSOT
EQUIVALENCE (W( 7), WPENGS
EQUIVALENCE (W| Bl, W_NLET
EQUIVALENCE (w( 9I, WOXSYS
FQUIVALENCE (W( IO), WT_RST
EQUIVALENCE (W( Ill, WENGMT
EQUIVALENCE (W( [21, WBPUMP
EQUIVALENCE (W( 131, wOiSTI
EQUIVALENCE (W( 14), WSPIKE
EQUIVALENCE (W( 151, WFUELM
EQUIVALENCE (l,,( 16), WOXIDW
EQUIVALENCE (k'_ Ill, WFRESV
EQUIVALENCF (W(IB), Wf}RESV
EQUTVALENCF {W( IgI , WPRESV
EQUIVALENCE (W| 201, WFUEL
EQUIVALENCE (W( 2[ I, WOXID
EQUIVALENCE IW(22), WFTRAP
FOUIVALENCE (W( .231, WOTRAP
EQUIVALENCE (W( 24), WFUTOT
EOUIVALENCE (W| 251, WOXTOT
EQUIVALENCE (W( 26|, WP
EQUIVALFNC _ (W( 27), WRESID
EQUIVALENCE t_,( 281, W&CSFtt
EQUIVALENCE (_'l 201, WACSOX
FQUIVALENCE l_,_( 30l, WAESP
EOUIVALFrq(-F (_( 31 ), wwI_(;
EQUIVALENCE I_,( 32l , WV_RT







FOIII VAL ENC_ (wI















































3/) , WSFrSI )
3hi _ W_f]_Y I
391, WFUSYS I
401, W S'JRF I
41), NPRSYS I
_.21 , WF) IST2 )
43 I • ",'FCr)NT )







5[) , WAERF) I
52) , W(1RNT I
53 ), w?._ P I
5z, I, WACS I
551, WACSTK I
50), WELFCT I
57 , WHYPNU I
58 , WPWRSY I
5g , WAVi]NC I
60 , WCPROV I
6 [ , WOQY I
62 , WC_NT I
03 , WEMPTY I
64), WOPMTY I
65 , WZROFU I
66 , WL ANt') I
67 , wCOVER l
68 , WT PS l
69 , WLANCH I
TO , WLG I
rl , WGE AR I
72 , W TO )
73 , WACSRE I
74 t WPLOSS I
75 , WENTRY )
76 , W INFUT I
77 , WINqXT I
IrA1 T,PALT,BTDH, QO,G,RHO, THETA,RTHETA,DEt.TA
WT[I " WTO [N
WLAND -, WLANDI
IiO
WEN TR Y= _t. AN
|H = } FOR N_IN-C.RY_GEN[Ct
IH = ICRY
I = !
TTfIT = THRUST $ ENGINS _, ACTR
ISHAPX = ISHAPE
WCRFW = ACI7?},_CREN _- AC|7_}
WABENG = O.
WC, IM_L = O.






WTHRST = ACIIql * TT[IT 0.AC(2O!




iO TF)EI = 750. * ITT(]TIENGINSIPCHAMIww_I.25
WGI,_I. = AC(55) $ TDEL $¢, AC(I}O! • AC{54)
GO IO 43
C
':i C TURBORAMJET ENGINE
C





X = } , ÷ .P$CMT$*2




: 2_, PR = I. - .075 $ (CMT-I. I e'_ [. 3'5
GEl T") 2T
26 PR = BOO./(C_T_4 + g35.}
27 PT2 = PR $ PTO
2G W6 = W_RF' • ACTR
I WA_ENG = (_C{3ZJ '_ EXP(_C{_31w'WAI $ ((PT_-PHIG,_)/{$"LfIW-PHIS| • ACId4} * _XP(AC(35)mWA} (' ( (PT?-nLOWI/(P_I_H-PLOW}P !
2 _EN3I_S ,,-AC (91) • (;NGINS * WC_GPT
i hO T3 _Z
:! c: C AIRROgATYING FN C,INg
C
30 WABENC, ', _C(82) $ TT3T • ACI?,_) 4, dEN_',_








WBPUMP = TTOT * (1.75 ¢ ,266 $ ENGINS) $ .001
WPRSYS = .O00g $ TTflT • TANKS
WDIST[ = ENGINS * ACI IO_l * SORT(TTOT/EN_INSI
TMPFCT = .203 '_ T)M _- ._'t
WSPIKE = ACIIO91 * XINLFT
CALCULATE PRDPFLLANT WFIGHTS
60 WFUELM = WPMAINII[.+O_I
Wox|r_M = WFUELM _, OF
WFRESV = ACI84)*_,_FUELM + ACIBS)
WORESV = AC(86}* W(]XIDM + ACIBI)
WPRESV = WFRESV + WORESV
WFUEL = WFUEL_I . WFRESV
WOXID = WCIXIDM e- WORFSV
WFTRAP = ACIQ2) * WFUEL + AC(93)
WOTRAP = Ac(g4I • WOXID _- ACIg5I
WFUT_T = W_:UF.L _- WFTRAP
WOXTOT = WOXID e- W{]TRAP
WP : WFUTOT + WDXTNT
WRF.SID = TOTAL WEIGHT OF RESIDUALS
WRESIrl = WFTRAP + WOTRAP
WRITE [ NW,IO0|)













ITERATF ON TAKE-OFF WEIGHT
50 CONTI NL;E
WACSFLJ = ACIQ6! • WTO • ACIQ7)
[ q- AC( 1. %1 ,_ WFNTRY
WACSDX = WACSFU • OFACS
WACSP = W_CSOX e. WACSFU
ACPS RESERVES
WACSRE =AC( ].l.':}l * WACSP
IN_LIGHT tnSSCS
WPLnSS =^C(11b) * WPMAIN
GO T.q I [60, llO, l. O0, I[Ol, I_,HAPX
I IFTING RC)F)Y
100 WWING = O.
WVE RT = O.
WHORT_ = O.
GO Tr3 160





ll._ WWING = AC( I)_'(,4TO*XLG e, %TSPAN * SWING / TRqOT )_*AC(781_I
1 + _SI2} * SWING + eel 31
2 + AC(II/! * (WLAND_XLF*STSPAN_SWINGITROOT_I.F-gI**AC| 118)
133 WVFRT = AC(4)*( SVFRTJ_AC(._O) * /%C(5|
WHqRZ -- ACl6) _({aTOISWING)_*.6*SH_RZe*I.Z*QMAX**.BI_*AC{OO|
l • AC! 7)
2 + AC(ttq) * ((WLANDISWING)_*O.b_SHC_RZt*I.2*gM_X_tO. BI_AC(|2
IbO WPAIR = AC(8) i SFAIR + _CIQ|
WsuRr = TOTAL WEIGHT OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES
WSURF : WW(NG • WVERT + WHORZ + WFAIR
WBASIC = ACI|_| * SBC)DY + AC(|5) * {(EIBODY*XLFIHBr)DY)**.|5
[ *Q"4AXS,*.[b_SBC)DY,I,c:I.OSI*_'AC.(8[) + AC( lbl
WSECST = AClll) * SBODY • ACIIQ)
WINFUT = AC(}30) * VFUTK + AC{13[)
WINOXT : AC(L32) • VOXTK + AC(133!
8O nY
WBODY = WBASIC • WSFCST • WTHRST + WINFUT + WINOXT
WINSUL : AC{2I| * STPS • AC{76|
WCOVER = AC(22)* STP_ ÷ AC{77)
WTPS = TOTAL WFIGHT OP TWERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
WTPS = WINSUL + WCOVER
WLANCH : AC|23| • WTO * AC{241
WLG : AC(25) * ATO**AC(LO[| * AC{26| * WLAND*_AC(L2[) + AC{27
WGEAR -- TOTAl. WEIGHT OF LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SYSTEM
WGEAR = WLANCH + WLG
GO TO (250, 190|, IH
tq3 GO TO (200,250,2501,IENG
ROCKET ENGINE
200 WRFNGS : AC(28| • TTOT • AC(29| * TTOT • ARATIO**AC(30)
! AC(31) * ENGINS + WENGMT
210 WFUNCT = AC(36) m VFUTK + AC{3I)
WOXCNT : AC(38| * VOXTK + ACT30)
WINSFT : AC|40b * SFUTK • ACI4[i
WINS._T : AC(42) • SOXTK * AC{_3)
WFUSYS = AC|G4) * TTOT + ACI45|*ELBODY ÷ AC[46i
WOXSYS : ACl_7) • TIlT + AC(48| • ELBOOY • ACl4g|





ttIRRR EA THIN_ ENGINE
250 GAL = 7.48| • V_UTK
WFUNCT = AC(36| ,w (GALITANKS)_*.b _' TANKS ÷ AC(37|
Wr_IST2 = .255.C, AL,_*.7 _, TANKS**.25
WFCONT = .LO0 _' TANKS _' SORI{GAL)
WREFUL = TANKS_'(3o • .45 ¢ GAL_'('CI])
WDRANS = .159 ,w GAL_._)5
WSFAL = .045 _' TANKS _' (GALITANKS}_'_.75
WFUSYS = WRPUMP ÷ WOISTI + WDISI"2 _" WFCONT • WREFUL ÷ WDQAN5
I WSEAL
WID = XINLET • SORT(AICAPTIXINLFTI
WIDUCT = AC{5}) _, (SQRT(ELNLET*XINLETI*{AICAPT/XINLET)_'_,CI3
| _WPT2W_C23*GEOFCT_'FCTMOK)_'AC(54) _- AC( [05l
WVRAMP = AC{I06) ,w (ELRANIp,wwIDtT_4PFCT)**AC|I07) + AC(I08!
WINLET = WIF)UCT + WVRAMP ÷ WSPIKF
300 CONTINUE
WPROPU = TOTAL WEIGHT 0_: t4A[N PROPULSION
WPROPU = WRENGS + WABENG + WFUNCT + WOXCNT 4- WINSFT
] WINSOT ÷ WFUSYS + WOXSYS ÷ WPRSYS ÷ WINLET
400 WTOX = WTO
WAFRO = AC(60) '_ (WTO_'_C23'_{FLQDDY_-GSPAN)_'_w.25|xW'_AC(I|[| +AC
I • AC|IPP! w, (WENTRY*'_CZ3_'(FLRODY÷GSPAN)'_*0.25)_'_C{123)
WSEP = AC[62| • WTO + AC{6"_)
WACS = AC(Sr)#WTO_,AC|58| ÷ AC( 59|
l + AC( 1241 * WENTRYW_AC(I25)
WACSTK = AC(64) _' WACSP + AC[651
WORNT = TOTAL WEIGHT OF OR If:NTAT [ON CONTROL SYSTEM
WORNT = WGIMBL ÷ WACS ÷ WAFRO ÷ WSFP + WA, STK
WELECT = ACI661 w, (SQRT(WTOI_ELROF)y,_,_.25|w_AC(II. 21_,AC(67|
I ÷ AC(1261 _' (SORT{WENTRY)*ELRODY_,_'O.25|_'_wAC{127|
WHYPNU= AC(6B! # { (SWING÷SHORZ+SVERT)('.OOIO*QM_X)_'_'.3340 (,
I {SQRT(ELROOY + STSPAN| _, TYTAIt.),w_AC{]].3; + AC|60)
Z _- ACI I2B| _, WTO + AC{[29|_WCNTRY
WPWRSY = TOTAL WEIGHT OF POWER SUPPLY
WPWRSY = WELECT _. WHYPNU
NAVONC = AC{70) * WTO_,,_AC(II4) ÷ AC{71|
WCP_OV = AC{TG)*WT_ _- AC(80) (' CREW ÷ AC( 75!
WDRY = WSUP, F _- WF_]DY + WTP5 _- WGEAR ÷ WPI_!]PU _- WORST _- WPWRS'
). _" WAVONC _- NC.PROV
WCONT = ACIqB| ,_ WORY + AC(C_c)!
WF'4PTY = wr)RY ÷ WCONT






WZROFU = WOPMTY + WPAYLD
WLAND = WEMPTY + WPAYLD + WCREW • WREST{3 • WACSRE
WENTRY = WLAND ÷ WACSP
W¥O = WENTRY ÷ WPMAIN ÷ WPRFSV * WPLOSS
WRITE (NWt[O051 WTO, WENTRY, WLAND, HDRY
FORMAT(IOXt7H WTtl = FI0.2, [0H WENTRY = F10,2,
[ 9H WLAND = F[0.2t 8H WDRY = F[0.21







COMMON IACCIFF/ AC ([50)
CCMMON /COMON/ C(I.I
FQUIVALENCE (C( [I, NR |
EQUIVALENCF {CI 2I, THRUST I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 3I, ISHAPE |
EQUIVALENCE {C{ 4I, CREW l
EQUIVALENCF (CI 5I, NW I
EQUIVALENCE IC{ 6|, ACTR I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 7I, [ENG l
EQUIVALENCE (C( 8), PCHAM !
EQUIVALENCE (CI gl, DM I
EQU[VALFNCE (C( [Of, OH I
EQUIVALFNCE IC( Ill , WAREF I
EQUIVALENCE ICI l_t, PHIGH )
EQUIVALENCE {C( [51, PlOW I
FQUIVALFNCF (C( 161, TANKS )
EQUIVALENCE i _l I7), XINLFT I
EQUIVALENCE ICI 181, WPMAIN )
EOUIVALENCE IC[ 19), O_ I
EOUIVALENCE (C( 201 , WTOIN D
EOUIVALFNCF (C(2t), DFACS )
EOUIVALENC_ (C( 22 |, XLF |
EQUIVALENCE IC( 231, STSPAN I
EQU[VALPNCE {C{ 24}, SWING |
EQUIVAtENCF (C( 25l, TR(]FIT }
EOUIVALENCF {CI 26), SVERT l
EOUIVAL ENCE (C( 27 I, RNO_Z I
EQUIVALENCE {CI 2B) , Ow_X )
EQUIVALENCF IC( 291, SFAI_ l
EQUIVALENCE (C( 301_ APATI'3 l
FQUIVALENCE {C( 31) . V¢LITK !
FOLIIV,_LE'_CF (C( 32) , VOXTK }
EQUIVALENCE ICI 33), S_UTK }





EQUIVALENCE (C(35), ELBODY I
EOUIVALENCE (C(36), ELRAMP I
FQUIVALENCF ICI 37), _ICAPT I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 381, ELNLET I
EOUIVALENCE (C( 40!, FCTmOK !
EQUIVALENCE (C( _tl, GEOFCT t
EQUIVALENCE IC( _2I_ GSPAN )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 43), TYTAIL I
EQUIVALENCE (CI _), STPS )
FQUIVALENCE (C( 45l, SRFIDY I
EQUIVALENCE |CI &61, WPAYLD I
EQUIVALENCE (C( 47l, HROr)Y I
EQUIVALENCE |C( kql, ENGINS I
FQtlIVALENCF IC( 531, GO )
EQUIVALENCE (C{ 5_)_ RE )
EQUIVALENCE (C( 55I, ICRY I
EQUIVALENCE |C{ 57I, WLANDI I
NAMELIST IINWAPI THRUST, ISHAPF, CREW , ACTR , IFNG , PEHI
, rIM , DH , WAREF , PHIGH _ PLOW , TANKS XINI
'_ _ WPMAIN_ OF . WTOIN , OFACS . XLF , STSPAN: SWI_
, TROOT _ SVERT _ SHFIRZ , _MAX ,. SFAIR , ARATIO, VFU"
, VOXTK , SFUTK , SOXTK , EL_ODY_ ELRAqP_ AICAPT, ELNI
, FCTMOK, GEOFCT, GSPAN , TYTAIL, STPS , SFIODY , WPA'
'_ , HRODY _ ENGINS, GO e RE _ ICRY , WLANDI, AC
REAn (NR, IN,'AP I
WRITE (NW, INWAPI
WRITE (NW, tO00)
fOOD FORMAT ([H[, 5X, 30H NON-ZERO W._IGHT COEFFICIENTS //|
0(_ tO0 I = I, 150
If ( AC(! I , EQ • O, I GO TO |DO
WRITE (NW, [OOIl I, AC([I















|_'55 _:.")RM_T ( I 7HOr) IMFNSIONAI. r_STA )






































FORMAT [SX, 14HOXIDIZER TANKS,23X,FO.2|
FORMAT ( I [HOPLAN A REA SI
FORMAT (SX,4HWING, 33X,Fg.? )
FORMAT[ 5X,[ 7HVERT[ CAt SURFACES,2OX,_g.2|
FORMAT {5X, IgHHORIZANTAL SIlRFACEStlGX,Fg.2]
FORgAT [5X,LYHFAIRING OR ELEVON,2OX,Fg. 2|
FORMAT (SX, 16HTPS SURFACE AREA,21X,F9.2|
FORMAT [5X, IgHWING GEOMETRIC SPAN,LRX,Fq.2|
FORMAT (SX,2OHWING STRUCTLIPAL (;PAN,17X,r:Q.2)
FORMAT (5X,34HWING THICKNFSS AT IHEqRETICAL ROOT,3X,Fg.2P
FORMAT (5X,24HT3TAL INLET CAPT41RF AREA,I3X,Fq.2)
FORIWAT |SX,IQHTOTAL INLET LEN,',,TH,19X,Fq.2D














EQtII V _,L E NC F
E QU[ V_l_ ENCE




























































































EQIII VAL ENCF (w(
EQUIVALENCE ( W(
FOU IVAL E,_'CE (w(
FOti IVAL ENCE IN{
EQUIVAE ENCE (wl
EQUIVALENCE Iw,
EOLIIV _tc_C_ _ I_,,',
FOU IVALFNC c li,:














































































































EOUIVALFNCP IN(o_), NZ_r)FU I
EOt;IVALE_CE (W( (561, W! AND I
EOLJIVALENCF (W( 671, WCOVFR I
EQUIVALENCE (W( 08), WTPS I
EC_JIVALENC c (W( 691, WLANCH I
EQU{VALENC_: (W( 7Ol t WLG t
FOLIIVALENCE (W( 7II, WGEAR l
FQUIVALENCE (Wl 72), WTO |
EQUIVALENCE (W( 73} , WACSRE )
EQLIIVALENCE (W( 7_.l, WPLr)SS )
EQUIVALENCE (W( 75l, WCNTRY l
EQUIVALENCE IW(76) , WIN_UT l
FQUIVALFNCE (W( 771, wIN_]XT !
NAMELIST IVSACPAI WSURF, wWING. WVERTt WHFIqZ, WFAI:_, WBODY_, WI
,I, ,WSECST, WTHRSTt WTPS, WINSUL, WCOVER, WGEAR, WLANCH, WLG, WI
_w ,WRENGS, WARENG, WFUNCT, WOXCNT, WINSFT, WI_SOT, WFUSYS, WOX:
* tWPRSYS, WINLET, WO_cNT, WGI'_BL,WACS, WAFRO, WSEP, WACSTK, WPt
,I, ,WELECT, WHYPNU, WAVONC, WCPQOV, WqRY, WCONT, WCRFW, WPAYL r)
'= ,WqESID, WFTRAP, WOTRAP, WACSP, WACSFLJ,- WACSOK, WZRFLI, WPRES_
ww tWFRESV, WORESV_ WPMAIN, WcUELM, WOXIF)M, WTO , WINFUT, WIN(
* ,WENGMT, WBPUMP, WDIST[, WSPIK_, WFUEL _ WOXID , WFUTnT, WE)X"
* ,WP , WDISTZ, WFCONT, WP,FFUL, wr)I_ANS_ _WACSRF, aPLOSS, WEN"
* ,WSEAL , WIDUCT, WVRAMP, WEVPTY, WOPMTY_ WLAN3
WRITE (Nt'IDIN,VSACPA I





IO00 FCRMAT 11HI, 5X, _SH .*,qE I G H T
[ 22H ODIN NAME AND FORMULA ///
C
WRITE (NWt|O051 WSURF, WWING, WVFRT, WHC_PZ, WFAIR
[005 FORMAT (21H AERODYNA'4IC SURFACES, 41X, FQ.O, 5X,
l _0H WSURF = WWING _" WVERT • WHORZ 4" WFAIR
2 5X, /,HWING_ 64X, Fg,,O, [6X,











53H WWING : AC( I I * (WTfl*XLF*STSPAN_,SWING/IRIOI I**ACI IBi
O2X_ 32H * I.FB ÷ AC(2} * SWING ÷ AC|3) I
B2X, 63H _" AC(ItTI * (WLAND*XLF*STS_AN*SWINSITRt_OT I
5X,17HVERTICAL SURFACFS, 3IX,Fq,0, 16X_
6OH WVERT = AC(6| '_ (SVFRTI*=AC(8gl • AC(5) I/
5X, [qH_ORI ZONTAL SUPFACES, 2qX,Fg.0_ [_X,
47H WHORZ = hC.{6) '_ ((WT_/SWI'qGI*'_0._, * SHqR_*=I,2 /
BZX,. 2qH ww OHAX=W._O._|,_,AC(q01 4. AC(7) /
82X, _.2H _- AC(IIQI * ((WLANr) ISWING)'W'_.6_'SHL_RZ_*I.2 /










5X) 8HFAIRINGS, 40X, Fq.O) [_X,
)0H WFAI_ = AC(3) * S_AI R • r,C(Q) /II
WRITE INW,I03O) WE_OOY, W_,ASIC, WSFCST, WTHRST, WINFUT, WINOXI













._]H WBODY = WSASIC .. WSFSST • WTHRST + WINFUT • WINOXT
5X, 20H3ASIC _OOY STRUrTURF, 28X, F9. O, 14X,
29H WBASIC : AC(IGI*SBDDY+AC.{ 16| I
82X) 4_3H • A('( 151*((FLBt")DY'_XLFtWP, F]OY**.I5WW_MAX**.I6 /
82X) 23"_ m SBnDY**I.OSI*_wAC(8I| II
5X, |gHSECONr) ARY ST'>UCTURE, 2OX, Fg.O, I4X,
3[H WSECST = A=II-(I*SR,qr,¢ ÷ _C( 181 II
5Xt I6HT_IQUST STRUCTURE, 32X, Fg.0, 14X,
3OH WTHRST : AC(IqI*TT']T • AC(29) II
5X, IOHINTES°AL FUEL TANKS, 2OX, F9.O, I@X,
33H WINFUT = Ar(130)_'VFUTK • _C( [3ti II
5X) 23HINTEGRAL OXYDIZFFR TANKS, 25X, _?.0, |@X,
33H WINOXT = AC|I32i=VDXTK + AC'.I331 /I}
WRIT_ (NW,I060I WTPS



















WRITE (NW, II651 WAER,q








12lO FORMAT IIgH VF,HICLF F)RY WEIGHT, G3X, _g.O, 5X,




2 B2X, 27H + W¢}WRSY + WAVONC + W_PRF)V /I )
C
WRITE {NWtLZLS| WCONT
1215 FORMAT (29HODESIGN RESEPVE (CONTINGENCYI,3BX,Fg.0)
C
WRITE |NW,1320) WEMPTY
L320 FORMAT (LBH EMPTY WEIGHT, _OX, Fg.O, 5X,









[_00 FORMAT ([SH LANDING WEIGHT, _7X, FQ.O, 5X,
I 50H WIAND .-.WEMPTY ÷ WP&YLO + WCREW + WRESIO ÷ WACSRE
WRITE |NW,15TS) WACSP
WRITE (NW,[2851 WACSFU
WRITE (NW, L290) WACS.qX
L575 FORMAT { 15HOACS PROPELLANT,47X,_9.01
|285 FORMAT |SX, 4HFJEL,44X, Fg°O_
1290 FORWAT (SX, 6HqXIDIZER,4OX,Fq.OI
WRITE (NW,L3LO) WENTRY
t3tO FORMAT (L3H ENTRY WEIGHT, 40X, Fg.0, 5X,







L580 rORM&T ([gHORESERVE PROPELLANT,4BX,Pg.0)
WRITE |NW,1330) WPlOSS
1330 FORMAT (IAH INFLIGHT LOSSES , 44X, F9.O, 5X,
L 27H .,_PLOSS = AC(LI6) _' W_4AIN // I
WRITE (NW,[295! WTO
1295 FOP, MAT II.xH SPOSS WEIGHT, 40X, FO.O, 5X,
I 40H WTO : WE'_TRY + W_)MAI'_ + wPRESV + WPLOSS I/)
L060 F_]R_AT (33HOINDUCEO ENVIRONMENTAL PR(_.TECTIUN,29X,_g.O|
I065 FOPmAT [SX, I_HVEWICLE |NSULATI']N,'xOX,FQ.0!
[0/0 FO_'_AT (5X,IZuCOVE_ PANELS,36X,F9.Ol


































( 5X, IIHLAUNCH GEAR, 37X,FO.O)
( 5X, 12HLANDING GF AR,'_6X,Fg.0)
( IIHOPROPULS ION, 5[ X, F9.O!
(5X, 14HR.')CKET ENG INE S, 34X,FC_.O)




(5X,24HOXIDIZF. R TANK INSULAT [ON,24X,Fg.0!
( 5X,IIHFUEL SYSTFM,__IX,Fg. O}
(5X, |SHOXIDIZER SYSTkM,33X ,Fg.01
(SX, 2IHPRESSUR [ZAT IQN SYSTEM,2TX,Fg.O!
(5X, 6NINtETS,G2X,FO.O!
27HOI]RIFNTAT|ON CONTR__L SYSTEM,__SX,FW.O!
ISX,2OHENGINF GIM_AL SYSTEM, 28X,Fg.0)
(SX,23HATTITUDE CUNTROL SYSTF-M,25X, Fg. 01
(SX,20!IAFRODYNAMIC CONTROLS,?BX,FO.OI
(5X, [/HSFPARATION SYSTFM,3IX,Fg.0)
(SX,31HATTITUDF CONTROL SYSTEM TANKAGE,17X,Fg.01
( | 3HOPt]WFR SUPPLY,49X,Fg.0 l
( 5X, ITHFLFCTRI CAL SYSTEM,3 IX,F(_.OI
| 5X, 26HHyr)RAUt IC/PNEtI_ATI C SYSTEM, 22X,_:9.0)
( 16HOAVI ")NI CS SYSTE_,46X_Fq. 9|
(IOHOCREW PRS)VISIO_'S,46X,F9.O)
( 5HOCRE'_,5 TX,Fq. OI
( HHOC) AYLOA D, 5G X, F 9. O)
(20HORES [ F)UAL PqOPELLANT,42×,F9.O}
(5X, [2HTPAPPFO FUEL, 36X, F9.O)
(5X,t6HTRAPPED OXlnl ZF__,3?_,Fq.O!
( ITHO,',IAIN PRQPFI. LANTS,GSX,_q.O)
-|
19o
%
